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Climate change ‘will make
hundreds of millions homeless’
By Robin McKie, science editor, for The Observer
It is increasingly
likely
that
hundreds
of
millions
of
people will be
displaced from
their homelands
in
the
near
future
as
a
result of global
warming. That
is
the stark
warning
of
economist and climate change expert Lord Stern following the news last week
that concentrations of carbon dioxide in our atmosphere had reached a level of
400 parts per million (ppm).
Massive movements of people are likely to occur over the rest of the century
because global temperatures are likely to rise to by up to 5C because carbon
dioxide levels have risen unabated for 50 years, said Stern, who is head of the
Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change.
“When temperatures rise to that level, we will have disrupted weather patterns
and spreading deserts,” he said. “Hundreds of millions of people will be forced
to leave their homelands because their crops and animals will have died. The
trouble will come when they try to migrate into new lands, however. That will
bring them into armed conflict with people already living there. Nor will it be an
occasional occurrence. It could become a permanent feature of life on Earth.”
The news that atmospheric carbon dioxide levels have reached 400ppm has
been seized on by experts because that level brings the world close to the
point where it becomes inevitable that it will experience a catastrophic rise in
temperatures. Scientists have warned for decades of the danger of allowing
industrial outputs of carbon dioxide to rise unchecked.
Instead, these outputs have accelerated. In the 1960s, carbon dioxide levels
rose at a rate of 0.7ppm a year. Today, they rise at 2.1ppm, as more nations
become industrialised and increase outputs from their factories and power
plants. The last time the Earth‟s atmosphere had 400ppm carbon dioxide, the
Arctic was ice-free and sea levels were 40 metres higher.
The prospect of earth returning to these climatic conditions is causing major
alarm. As temperatures rise, deserts will spread and life-sustaining weather
patterns such as the North Indian monsoon could be disrupted.
<ReadMore>
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Floods, cyclones … business and
governments must wake up to disaster
By Mark Tran, for guardian.co.uk
Companies will be looking increasingly at investment opportunities in Africa
and Asia in coming decades as that is where growth is strong, but for most of
them the risk of disasters is unlikely to be on the radar. Steps are being taken
to try to change this mindset.
In exploring investment opportunities, companies will look at political risk,
access to natural resources and infrastructure. However, country briefings,
analyst reports and business forecasts rarely mention disaster risk. Analysts
are unlikely to mention the threat from volcanoes and tsunamis when looking
at investment opportunities in, say, Indonesia.
Conversely, emerging economies will be competing to attract foreign investors
by offering tax holidays and special economic zones. In the rush for growth,
disaster risk takes a back seat for all parties concerned. Moreover, disasters
disproportionately affect the most vulnerable people in the poorest countries.
Since 1977, the government of Thailand has granted tax exemptions and
import duty reductions
to
companies
investing in industrial
activity. This attracted
considerable foreign
direct investment (FDI)
in
the
1980s,
particularly
from
Japanese companies.
The problem is that
much
of
the
investment has been in the flood-prone regions of the country. In 2011,
flooding in Thailand caused $15bn-20bn (£9bn-13bn).
On the western coast of India, in Jagatsinghpur district, more than 8,000
people died in the Orissa super cyclone in 1999, but the district is being
considered for the largest FDI project in India‟s history.
A report from the UN office for disaster risk reduction (UNISDR) last week
warned that it will become increasingly untenable for governments and
businesses to sweep the risk of disaster under the carpet, citing the examples
of hurricane Sandy in the US, the Japanese earthquake and tsunami, and the
Thai river floods.
It said economic losses from disasters have spun out of control, and called on
the business community to incorporate disaster risk management into their
investment strategies to avoid further losses.
<ReadMore>
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A nudge and a nag won’t end our throwaway
culture
By Peter Wilby, for The Guardian
Scarcely a week goes by
without
a
Conservative
minister popping up to offer
advice on how other people
should conduct their lives,
whether it‟s raising our
children,
getting
more
exercise, using less energy,
eating healthily, or struggling
along on £53 a week. The
Tories‟ mission is to change
us,
not
to
change
a
distribution of social and
economic power that allows
bankers to receive six-figure
bonuses while the purchasing
power of average wages
declines annually. In the spirit
of Bertolt Brecht, they wish to dissolve the people and elect another. That is why the nearest thing to a
guiding philosophy in this Tory-led government is embodied in Downing Street‟s “behavioural insights
unit” (“nudge unit”, as it‟s nicknamed), which aims to persuade us to behave as ministers would wish us
to.
A brief House of Commons debate last week provided a very good example. It was perhaps unfair of the
Daily Telegraph to report, as its main front-page story, that Richard Benyon, an environment department
minister, had advised “families on the breadline” they could save £50 a month by throwing away less
food and wrapping it up” so that it keeps fresher for longer”. Benyon – whose wealth is estimated by the
Sunday Times Rich List at £110m, making him the richest MP in the Commons – wasn‟t talking about
austerity, but about food waste as an environmental problem.
But the tone of the debate, introduced by Mark Pawsey, another Tory, to “highlight the importance of
packaging materials in food waste”, was revealing. Its entire focus was on the ignorance of consumers.
“The average shopper,” Pawsey lamented, “does not know how to treat different foods … Should
cucumbers be taken out of the polythene wrap? No. What should people do with cheese once they have
opened it? They should put it back in a resealable pack. The lack of such knowledge is damaging the
environment and, crucially, people‟s pockets.” Benyon joined this denunciation of our sloppy domestic
habits. When storing cheese and sliced meats, he said gravely, “13% of us,” put them “unwrapped in the
fridge”.
So the government, although apparently unable to track down the billions of unpaid tax salted away
overseas, is apparently fully informed about what happens inside our fridges. Let us deconstruct this a
little. It is quite right for ministers to discourage waste in a world where resources are under growing
strain. Food waste is not just bad for people‟s pockets, but also produces as many CO 2 emissions as
one-fifth of the cars in the UK. Like all waste, however, it begins not in consumers‟ homes but in
economic practices nurtured by unchecked capitalism. It is estimated that 60% of all food is wasted
before it reaches the consumer. For a start, farmers routinely over-produce in order to ensure they can
meet supermarket supply contracts. The surplus is left in the ground to rot, usually because supermarket
contracts do not permit producers to trade with other retailers. Much of what is harvested will then be
thrown away because it does not meet the supermarkets‟ rigorous aesthetic standards.
Further waste occurs during retailing. The supermarkets‟ aim (obviously) is to sell as much food as they
can, regardless of whether anybody eats it or not. Their pricing policies are designed to that end. If the
notorious “bogof” (buy one, get one free) deals have declined, other deals that make it seemingly
cheaper to buy a second or third bag or packet of food have not. Often, it is not possible to buy food in
anything other than large bags, including most varieties of potatoes (which can‟t be stored in the fridge
because their starches turn to sugar).
Even if consumers get the message that most fresh produce can be refrigerated, not everybody has a
sufficiently large fridge or freezer to store quantities of food over long periods. If ministers were serious
about waste, they would compel supermarkets to sell produce at a single and transparent daily price

Tips:
About 70% of earth surface is water but most
of that is saline. Just 2.5% approx planet’s
water is fresh of which most is in the form of
icebergs and the water readily available for
human consumption is less than 1.0 percent.
We all know existence of mankind without
water is impossible. The irony is that despite
all the discussions, we are using this scarce
resource recklessly. Hence it’s time to act and
reduce use of water. Here are some tips that
may help conserving this most important
natural resource.
1.

While watering plants in your kitchen
garden ensure that you don’t over water
them as that will waste water by going
into drains and also may harm various
plants that can’t bear much water.

2.

Make it a habit to pour only that much
water in drinking glasses which you
can drink. So that water is not wasted
and the energy used for purifying,
cooling etc is saved.

3.

Water your lawn only when it is
required. Water your lawn and plant
early in the day or late in the evening
that will reduce water evaporation.

4.

Put a layer of mulch around trees and
plants. Mulch will slow down moisture
evaporation while discouraging weed
growth.

5.

For cleaning dirt of sidewalks and drive
ways do not use water hose instead use
a broom.

6.

Clean your car with soapy water and
use hose only while rinsing. It would be
even better if you use a spray nozzle.
Though it’s not available freely but
some waterless car washing systems
have hit the market if you have access
to it opt for this eco friendly system.

7.

Use washing machine and dish washer
only on full loads. This conserves water
to a great extent.

8.

While washing dishes and utensils by
hand don’t keep water running for
rinsing.

9.

While brushing teeth you need not keep
water running. Just wet your brush
and fill a glass for mouth rinsing.

10. Ensure that there are no leakages from
pipes, joints, couplings and taps and
thus save wastage of water.

<ReadMore>
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Nestle's Fairtrade Kit Kat boosts
Ivory Coast farmers

Kebony: hardwood alternative that’s
soft on the environment

Extension of Fairtrade certification to one of UK's most popular chocolate bars
provides incomes for thousands of families

By Nicolette Fox for the Guardian Professional Network, for guardian.co.uk

By Jackie Wills for the Guardian Professional Network, Guardian Professional,
The two-finger Kit Kat has become the second most popular Fairtrade product in the
UK, providing an income for thousands more farmers in Ivory Coast, where more
than 40% of the world's cocoa is produced.
One in four people in Ivory Coast earns a living from cocoa. Nestlé's initiative brings
seven more Ivorian cocoa farmer co-operatives into the Fairtrade system.
The four-fingered Kit Kat went into UK shops with a Fairtrade mark in 2010. The
Fairtrade Foundation reveals the latest move will double the company's purchases
of Fairtrade certified cocoa.
As a result, 4,500 more Ivorian farmers will be paid a price that covers sustainable
production and a premium to invest in community or business development
projects, such as improving healthcare and schools.

An award-winning alternative to tropical hardwood has been used as the building
material for a new arts venue in the heart of Oslo harbour.
The striking Oslo Boathouse is made from Kebony – a sustainably sourced
softwood
that
has
undergone
specialist
treatment. This is to turn
it into a non-toxic,
durable wood with all
the hallmarks of a
tropical hardwood but
without
the
environmental
implications.
Norwegian architectural
students have used the
processed wood to build
a 21st century re-interpretation of a boathouse, which will be used as an intimate
community arts venue for up-and-coming artists. The project is the third
collaboration between the company, Kebony and the students.
It was designed following the annual not-for-profit architectural TreStykker workshop
run by and for architectural students. The boathouse was constructed in just 14
days and was funded through in-kind sponsorship worth more than £200,000.
Kebonization is a patented process that transforms and enhances sustainable
wood. This environmentally friendly process involves softwoods being injected with
a formula that includes Furfuryl alcohol, a waste by-product of sugar cane
production. The wood is then hardened under pressure and heat. The liquid reacts
with the wood‟s cell walls and is permanently strengthened.

Nestle will double its purchases of Fairtrade certified cocoa, due to the success of the Fairtrade
Kit Kat. Photograph: Chris North/PA

Kouame Fasseri of Kavokiva farmers' cocoa co-operative in the Ivory Coast says
Fairtrade has already helped fund a new school building in his village and supports
a health centre that is saving lives.
The company has been working in the Ivory Coast, one of the poorest countries in
the world, for more than 50 years.
But extending Fairtrade certification to one of the UK's most popular chocolate bars
is one of a number of initiatives in its supply chain. The company is committed to
tackling deforestation, child labour, water use in agriculture, rural development,
fisheries and animal welfare.
Nestlé has shortlisted high-priority commodities and developed sourcing guidelines.
It is working with NGOs to map each supply chain in detail. In 2012, Nestlé UK &
Ireland accelerated its work to track its commodity supply chains and in the same
year, began sourcing 100% of its palm oil sustainably. The company is also piloting
a monitoring and remediation system for labour issues in Ivory Coast.
Meanwhile, the Nestlé First Milk Sustainability Partnership, covering a UK milk
supply chain of 75m litres per year, helped cut greenhouse gas emissions by 5.7%
and non-livestock water usage by 5.1% in its first year.
Nearly 40% of the company's global expenditure on raw materials goes on milk,
coffee and cocoa. More than 25 million farmers are directly involved in supplying
Nestlé. The company regards its Responsible Sourcing Traceability programme as
fundamental to change.
The Nestlé Cocoa Plan is active in the Ivory Coast as well as Ecuador, Indonesia,
Ghana, and Venezuela, with plans to extend it to other Latin American countries in
the future.
<ReadMore>

The end result is a product that resembles teak and other tropical varieties of wood.
It also has a long lifespan that can withstand harsh climates – ideal for a
harbourside Norwegian building. Over time, the dark wood will acquire a silver-grey
patina.
<ReadMore>

Green Building is Mandatory in Dubai
By SustainableBusiness.com News
Dubai has passed a law that makes green building practices mandatory in the
construction industry, and certain products, including solar water heaters will be
required for all buildings.
The law goes into effect next year, and the Building Department has launched
training programs to assist implementation, "Be Educated on Green Buildings."
Training is being offered to all segments of the construction industry including
contractors, suppliers and developers.
The Building Department is also reaching out to homeowners. In January, it held a
seminar highlighting the environmental benefits of green building.
In February, the Dubai Energy and Water Authority's Sustainable Building
opened, the largest public sector building in the world to achieve LEEDPlatinum. The 340,000 square foot building received 98 out of a possible 110
points.
Pacific Control Systems' LEED-Platinum building in Dubai, was the first to achieve
that certification in the Middle East.
Dubai is targeting a 30% reduction in carbon emissions by 2030, laid out in
its Integrated Energy Strategy. The plan says solar will contribute 1% of Dubai's
power by 2020, when it reaches 1 GW of capacity, and 5% by 2030.
The first phase of a $3.3 billion, 1,000 megawatt solar park will be completed this
year
<Source>
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UK government failing legal duty on
air pollution, supreme court rules

The government declined to comment specifically on the case. A spokesman
for the Department for Environment Farming and Rural Affairs (Defra) said:
"Air quality has improved significantly in recent decades and almost all of the
UK meets EU air quality limits for all pollutants."

The UK faces European fines and British cities may have to ban cars to
dramatically reduce harmful effects of air pollution

Stephen Joseph, chief executive of the Campaign for Better Transport, said:
"The decision means the government must put public health at the heart of
transport policy. In practice this should mean investing in alternatives to cars
and diesel vans and trucks, especially in towns and cities. It should also call
into question government plans for major new roads."

By John Vidal, guardian.co.uk,
The

UK
government
has failed in its
legal duty to
protect people
from
the
harmful effects
of air pollution,
the
supreme
court ruled on
Wednesday.
The ruling by
five judges –
the first time a UK court has recognised that the government has failed in
efforts to meet European air pollution limits – delighted air pollution
campaigners.
Haze over London. Photograph:Kevin Allen/ Alamy

It means the government faces stiff European fines and British cities may have
to ban cars and limit the entry of heavy good vehicles to dramatically reduce
air pollution.
But because the court also ruled that the European court of justice will have to
step in to clarify some legal issues, the government may be able to delay
acting for up to a year.
"This landmark decision … paves the way for the European commission to
take legal action against the UK," said James Thornton, ClientEarth chief
executive. "The ruling marks a turning point in the fight for clean air and will
pile the pressure on the environment secretary, Owen Paterson. He must now
come up with an ambitious plan to protect people from carcinogenic diesel
fumes. Until now, his only policy has been lobbying in Europe to try and
weaken air pollution laws."
The group's case concerned 16 cities and regions, including London,
Manchester, Birmingham and Glasgow, which government plans show will
suffer from illegal levels of NO2, nitrogen dioxide – until as late as 2020 or
2025.
The supreme court confirmed that because the government is in breach of the
EU air quality directive, "the way is open to immediate enforcement action at
national or European level". However, before deciding whether to take further
action to enforce the law, it has referred a number of legal questions to the
court of justice of the European Union.
The way is now open for the European commission to take infringement action
against Britain without waiting for any ruling by the European court of justice.
This could theoretically lead to heavy fines.
"Our assessment [has been] that the UK is already in breach of the air
pollution law. We have not taken action against any country yet but we are
working our way through different countries," said Joe Hennon, spokesman for
EU environment commissioner, Janez Potočnik. "When we have done that we
will look at the bigger picture and decide whether to take infringement action
against which countries."
With the possibility of heavy fines and European commission action closer,
Britain may now have little option but to come forward with ambitious new
plans to reduce NO2 pollution in cities. Because most of the pollution is from
cars, these could include ultra low-emission zones, bans on certain vehicles
and the use of technological "solutions" such as dust suppressants.
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The London assembly green party member, Jenny Jones said: "This is great
news for children and vulnerable people with respiratory and cardiovascular
problems living in polluted environments. This judgment will hopefully spur
both the government and the mayor of London to finally take effective action
on tackling air pollution and get serious about traffic reduction."
<ReadMore>

China Agrees to Phase Out
HCFCs - Important Climate
Change Forcer
By SustainableBusiness.com News
The last time
the world got
together
to implement a
global
environmental
treaty was the
Montreal
Protocol,
which is turnin
g out to be our
best weapon
against climate change.
China has agreed to accept $385 million to completely eliminate industrial
production of HCFCs by 2030 from the Montreal Protocol's Multilateral Fund.
China is the top producer of HCFCs - industrial gases used in refrigeration, air
conditioning, and insulating foams that both warm the climate and destroy the
ozone layer.
Developed nations contribute to the Multilateral Fund to pay "incremental
costs" for developing countries to transition from harmful HCFCs to
environmentally responsible substitutes.
"The Montreal Protocol once again demonstrated how important it is for
climate protection by striking a deal with China to cut the equivalent of 8 billion
tons of carbon emissions - for the bargain basement price of less than 5 cents
a ton," says Durwood Zaelke, President of the Institute for Governance &
Sustainable Development. "This is about the same climate mitigation as all
the parties to the Kyoto Protocol have achieved through the first phase of that
treaty."
Eliminating these climate forcers will also protect the stratospheric ozone
layer, reducing skin cancers, cataracts, and suppression of the human immune
system. And it will cut air pollution, the leading cause of preventable death in
China and the region.
If HFCs and other potent GHGs are eliminated quickly (black carbon,
methane, ground-level ozone), the rate of global warming would be cut IN
HALF, keeping global temperature rise under the dreaded 2°C through the
end of the century - and perhaps less than that. And it would slow Arctic ice
melt by two-thirds.
<ReadMore>
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Grand Canyon uranium mining set Adapt faster to changing climate,
to go ahead despite ban from Europe warned
Cities around Europe may have to erect flood defences similar to the Thames
Obama
Barrier as tidal surges become more likely
Energy Fuels Resources has federal approval to reopen its mine six miles south of
the canyon's South Rim entrance

By Fiona Harvey, environment correspondent, guardian.co.uk,

By Leslie Macmillan, guardian.co.uk,

The Grand Canyon is rich in uranium deposits, and has attracted growing interest
from mining firms as prices have risen. Photograph: Robyn Beck/AFP
Uranium mining on the doorstep of the Grand Canyon national park is set to go
ahead in 2015 despite a ban imposed last year by Barack Obama.
Energy Fuels Resources has been given federal approval to reopen its old Canyon
Mine, located six miles south of the canyon's popular South Rim entrance, that
attracts nearly 5 million visitors a year.
The Canadian company says that the Obama administration's ban on new hardrock mining over 1m acres doesn't apply because its rights date from when it closed
over 20 years ago.
However, its approval is based on an environmental study the US Forest Service
conducted more than 25 years ago, in 1986.
Several environment groups – including the Grand Canyon Trust, the Sierra Club
and the Centre for Biological Diversity – and the Havasupai tribe filed suit in March
against the Forest Service, arguing that the study is badly outdated.
Curtis H Moore, a spokesman for Energy Resources, disagrees. "The Forest
Service looked at that review with modern eyes and determined that it's adequate.
And 1986 was not that long ago. These are tiny mines – about 20 acres."
But Roger Clark, a director at the conservation group Grand Canyon Trust, likened
the size of the mine to "a Walmart parking lot. Within that area, they will remove all
vegetation and install a catchment pond, two mine shafts and a metal building.
That's a fairly impressive imposition on an otherwise undisturbed landscape."
The mine poses more than just an aesthetic threat, he said. It could pollute the Red
Wall aquifer, "the main source of water to the Grand Canyon besides the Colorado
River. Once that aquifer is contaminated, there's no turning back," said Clark.
Moore pointed out that uranium is abundant and naturally occurring in the Colorado
plateau, where the mine is located.
But Clark argues that uranium's radioactive properties only become dangerous
once it is brought up out of the ground and exposed to air and water. According to
the Environmental Protection Agency, such properties include radon gas, a
substance that was not regulated when the government conducted its initial study of
the mine in 1986. The lawsuit contends that radon and other chemicals could
pollute the area.
In addition to environment impacts, the law suit argues that the mine will harm the
nearby area of Red Butte, which is sacred to the Havasupai, one of the plaintiffs, as
well as other tribes, including the Hopi, Zuni and Navajo.

The Thames Barrier was planned from the 1960s and finished in the 1980s, after the
disastrous sea surge and floods of 1953 that claimed hundreds of lives in the UK.
Photograph: Rex Features

Cities around Europe may have to erect flood barriers similar to the Thames Barrier
that protects London from sea surges, as climate change takes hold and leads to
the danger of much more destructive storms, floods, heavy rainfall and higher sea
levels, Europe's environmental watchdog has warned.
The effects of climate change will be so far-reaching across the continent that
vineyards may have to plant new grape varieties, farmers may have to cultivate new
crops and water suppliers look to technology such as desalination in order to cope
with the probable effects of more extreme weather. Buildings and infrastructure
such as transport, energy and communication networks will also have to be
changed.
The warnings come in a report from the European Environment Agency, called
Adaptation in Europe. The research found that half of the 32 member countries of
the EEA still lack plans to adapt to the effects of global warming, although others
have begun to take action.
Jacqueline McGlade, executive director of the EEA, said: "Adaptation is about new
ways of thinking and dealing with risks and hazards, uncertainty and complexity. It
will require Europeans to co-operate, to learn from each other and to invest in the
long-term transformations needed to sustain our wellbeing in the face of climate
change."
The EEA has found that the effects of climate change are already being felt across
Europe, and more is in store. Even if current efforts to cut global greenhouse gas
emissions are successful, there are likely to be further impacts from a changing
climate, including more frequent "extreme weather events" such as fiercer storms,
heatwaves and periods of heavy rainfall. Average temperatures across Europe have
risen, and there is now less rainfall in southern Europe, where much of Europe's
agriculture is focused, and more rainfall in northern Europe, where it gives rise to
floods.
Monday's report classes the different measures to adapt to climate change as
"grey", meaning technological and engineering projects such as river or sea flooding
barriers; "green" projects that are based on adapting natural ecosystems, such as
changes to farming methods and crops; and "soft" measures which are categorised
as policy changes, and measures such as early warning systems for forest fires. All
will be needed to ensure Europe can adapt to the changes under way, and although
the projects may incur upfront costs, they should result in savings over the longer
term.
<ReadMore>
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techniques, such as "speed dating," allowing participants to quickly meet and
discuss opportunities. More important, the network takes a holistic approach to
resource flows and offers participants technical assistance in mapping resources for
their entire organization and not just a single material.

By Natalie Hummel
Many
companies
face
a
common
problem:
What to do
with
byproduct or
waste
left
over
from
the
manufacturi
ng process.
Smart firms
increasingly
are finding
profitable
ways
of
turning
waste into assets, often with the help of governments agencies, such as the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, a promoter of by-product reuse in regions across
the U.S.
A Texas wire company offers a prime example. Wire cleaning operations are
messy, leaving behind for the company, which made premium wire for fencing, an
unwanted by-product: sulfuric acid with bits of rust in it.
It stopped viewing the sulfuric acid as a "waste" and started seeing the iron in the
acid as an "asset" it could sell to a ferrous sulfate manufacturer. Changing the
waste into a raw material wasn't easy, but the wire manufacturer turned $2.5 million
in disposal costs into $315,000 in earnings.
With the Earth's regenerative ability no longer able to keep pace with human
demand, people are turning resources into waste faster than nature can turn waste
back into resources. To restore equilibrium, businesses, government, nonprofits,
trade associations and academia are operating more sustainably by recognizing the
economic value of their waste streams.
The premise of by-product reuse or materials exchange is simple: Under-valued
wastes from one company are matched and used as a feedstock stream for another
company. By-product reuse creates economic and environmental opportunities by
creating new revenue or savings and by reducing the use of virgin materials,
energy, water and creating a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.
These exchanges are often facilitated by local, state or regional networks
coordinated by organizations that include the U.S. Business Council for Economic
Development, Zero Waste Network in Austin, Texas, the Network for Business
Innovation and Sustainability in Seattle, Wash., and ResourceFULL Use in Portland,
Ore. The wire manufacturer cited above was facilitated through the State of Texas'
Resource Exchange Network.
Businesses have many resources to draw from, including regional EPA offices.
Here is how two regions are promoting by-product reuse.
By-product reuse in the Northwest
Metal scrap image by pan demin via Shutterstock.
By-product reuse in the Northwest
The Pacific Northwest Pollution Prevention Resource Center (PPRC) encourages
businesses, local governments and NGOs to look beyond their traditional
boundaries to pursue active exchanges for wastes.
Relying on strong community and regional partnerships, PPRC collaborated with
the Zero Waste Alliance, the Columbia Corridor Association, the Department of
Environmental Quality and the Portland Bureau of Planning and ts clearly
demonstrated that the Oregon market was ready for by-product reuse.
With grant funds from Boeing Corp., the partners and PPRC launched
ResourceFULL Use, which brings together diverse businesses and organizations to
identify potential by product exchanges. This network uses innovative matchmaking
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<ReadMore>

Why iteration over innovation leads to
sustainable systems changes
By Jeff Erikson
I was at the Fortune Brainstorm Green conference last week. This annual event,
where Fortune magazine "gathers the smartest people [they] know in sustainability,"
is a cauldron of ideas and actions focused on finding "Sustainable Solutions," this
year's
conference
theme. There is
no
shortage
here
of big
ideas.
Hannah Jones,
Nike's
Vice
President
of
Sustainable
Business and
Innovation,
speaking on a
panel
titled
"Pushing
the
Boundaries of
Green,"
summed
up
neatly
what
many of us in the room were thinking when she said, "If we aren't working towards
system change, we might as well go home." Unfortunately, she didn't reveal to us
the magic formula for changing the system.
When we think and talk about system change, we often default to thinking only
about dramatic and abrupt changes to the status quo, driven by a visionary
individual. However, system change, like systems themselves, is a mosaic of many
actions by many individuals, companies, governments, NGO's and others. And like
a mosaic, the sum of these actions, and their proximity to each other, create the
picture of system change. When viewed in isolation, any single piece in a mosaic
may appear inconsequential. But each is nonetheless essential for the full picture to
be realized.
A couple of years ago at this conference, one speaker noted that "transformation
occurs incrementally." Indeed, when we look back on the history of human
achievement, we can see that transformation is a result of many small
improvements that build upon each other, punctuated occasionally by step changes
in technology, beliefs or behavior.
The iPhone is often held up as a device that has transformed the way we live, but
as was noted yesterday by Tony Fadell, the "father of the iPod" and currently CEO
of Nest, it took seven years to get from the debut of the iPod to the debut of the
iPhone. In between were many incremental improvements by Apple and by others.
The iPod itself was an iteration of other portable digital music storage devices.
Since I joined SustainAbility 11 years ago, I have seen -- and been a part of
creating -- many corporate sustainability strategies. Those that have been most
effective at driving change have a big idea -- a transformative change -- at their
core. But they also drive and celebrate incremental improvement, not as a
substitute for transformation, but as an essential element of it. Recently
SustainAbility and GlobeScan released its annual Sustainability Leaders Survey.
Unilever once again came out on top, followed by Patagonia, Interface, Walmart
and GE. Each company combines a compelling vision and robust strategy with
strong performance and evidence of integration -- big ideas plus incremental
improvements.
Stairway photo by Ikuni on Shutterstock.
<ReadMore>
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Mount Everest’s glaciers shrinking at
increasing rate, say researchers

International
The impact of climate change on the Himalayas will have consequences across
south Asia and beyond. Rivers such as the Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra
depend to some extent on seasonal glacier melt. Countries across the region are
already suffering acute water shortages.

By Jason Burke, for The Guardian

<ReadMore>

Are plastic jars worse for the
environment?
By Lucy Siegle, for The Observer
We are told to avoid sweating the small stuff. But I say no, sweat the small stuff all
you like. The small stuff cumulatively becomes big stuff. The average household
buys 4,000 packaged products a year, including food. If each of those products
comes in a single-use, poorly packaged receptacle – a mix of copolymers which
can‟t easily be recycled – then that‟s 4,000 bits of extra pollution.
Packaging has a lot of jobs: avoiding waste, guaranteeing that products are tamper
free, marketing and making sure it‟s “shelf-ready” for all-powerful supermarkets.
(Why not read the downloadable brochure Why Products are Packaged the Way
They Are?)

Global warming is melting snow and ice on the world‟s highest mountain at an
accelerating rate, researchers have claimed.

Perhaps the apposite question is: why don‟t they package the way they used to?
Many brands claim they‟re being greener by shifting into some new fancy-pants
type of plastic (as opposed to saving money). Glass is inert and straightforward (it is
essentially sand, soda ash and limestone) and keeps products fresh without plastic

A study by a team led by a Nepali scientist at the University of Milan has found that
glaciers on or around Mount Everest have shrunk by 13% in the last 50 years with
the snow line 180 metres higher than it was 50 years ago. The glaciers are
disappearing faster every year, it says.
The 60th anniversary of the first ascent of the 8,848 metre (29,028ft) peak by Sir
Edmund Hillary and Sherpa Tenzing Norgay will be celebrated next week.
The researchers say they suspect that the decline of snow and ice in the Everest
region is a result of changes in global climate caused by human-generated
greenhouse gases. However, they have not yet established a firm connection,
Sudeep Thakuri, who led the team, said.
The landscape around Mount Everest has changed dramatically since the world‟s
highest mountain was first climbed. Mountaineers now report more rock and less
snow and ice on well known routes. The ends of glaciers around the peak have also
retreated by an average of 400 meters since 1962, the new research found, and
some smaller glaciers were now nearly half the size they were in the 1960s.
The researchers used satellite imagery of the peak and the 713-square-mile
Sagarmatha national park around the mountain as well as long-term meteorological
data.
Small glaciers of less than a square kilometre (about 247 acres), are vanishing
fastest, registering a 43% decline in surface area since the 1960s, Thakuri said.
Specialists in Kathmandu said the rate of change through the Himalayas was
variable. Though clear in places such as Nepal, at the eastern end of the chain, the
situation was different in Pakistan and further west, said Arun Shrestha of the
International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development in Kathmandu.
“The glaciers are in retreat but rates are different,” he said. “It is quite rapid in the
east Himalaya but in the west some are advancing while others are in retreat.”
Other research suggests the ice of the main Khumbu glacier which flows down from
Everest is less thick than it was previously.
The issue of the future of glaciers in the Himalayas is highly controversial. A United
Nations report in 2007included a false claim that the Himalayan glaciers would
disappear by 2035.
Though all say there is a change, scientists working in the field urge caution over
any estimates, saying data is insufficient especially when looking at a small area.
“It is very difficult to scientifically say what are the trends on one particular
mountain,” Shrestha said.
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films and barriers. It is also highly recyclable – scrap glass, cullet, is a key
production ingredient for new glass. But can manufacturers trust us to recycle
glass? They argue they are better off controlling things further up the supply chain.
You ask for a straight comparison: using basic material intensity figures, a PET (a
thermoplastic polymer resin) jar versus a glass one uses twice as much abiotic
material (minerals and fossil fuel) to produce and 17 times more water
(predominantly from cooling power plants) and produces five times the greenhouse
gas emissions. That is a win for glass only when you look at localised systems.
Everywhere else you need to factor in “trucking” vast distances, so the material
intensity figures must be multiplied by truck miles, at which point the lightest wins.
A PET jar shipped 1,000km in lieu of a glass jar saves 19g of CO2e (carbon dioxide
equivalent). But it‟s even more skewed than this. PET is often recycled while other
oily, discarded weird plastics are welcomed to the 12% of UK regions that have
invested in Energy from Waste centres (cynics may call these incinerators) to be
used as fuel.
I urge you to remain a glass purist. While it‟s hard to stem the rising tide of plastic
packaging, plastic waste – from bottles to the tiny beads called mermaid‟s tears – is
wreaking havoc on oceans especially. Nothing against PET, the most widely used
and recycled plastic… but glass wins for me.
<ReadMore>
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Best Foot Forward is an Oxfordshire consultancy that has pioneered both the theory
and practice of ecological footprints. It was awarded the Queens Award for
Enterprise for its work in this area.

Arup helps PwC build towards a
greener future
By Jackie Wills for the Guardian Professional Network, for guardian.co.uk

One of its more recent high-profile projects was supporting London 2012 to
becoming the greenest Olympic Games ever, by developing a carbon management
strategy that avoided 400,000 tonnes of carbon.
The methodology developed by the company for the London Olympics, has raised
the sustainability bar for future world-class events.
The firm is being used for a number of other major international sporting events
including the Rio 2016 Olympic and Paralympic Games, the 2014 FIFA World Cup
in Brazil, the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympic and Paralympic Games and the 34th
America‟s Cup.
The company has also been instrumental in helping the Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF) to become the first major UK funding body that requires all large projects to
undertake carbon footprinting as part of their applications.
With so many projects involving building expansion and a growth in visitor numbers,
HLF felt that calculating the environmental impact of projects should form part of its
decision-making process.
The funding organisation will now ask all applicants for projects of more than £2m
that make it through to the second round, to work out a carbon footprint.

Global design firm Arup has identified more than 70 ways to cut the emissions from
PwC„s UK properties, which will mean halving the accountancy firm‟s carbon
footprint by 2017.

Best Foot Forward worked with HLF to provide applicants with a tool that can help
them calculate the carbon footprint of their projects, based on utilities consumption
and visitor travel.
The footprinting tool will also help applicants determine the impact of making

Arup‟s initiatives range from small-scale changes in major refurbishments to
proposed renewable energy technologies for PwC‟s entire property portfolio.
Its propositions have emerged from detailed property reviews and energy
performance audits, which have identified the long-term potential to cut carbon.
Arup is also advising PwC on buildings it is considering buying.
PwC cut the carbon footprint produced by its UK buildings by more than 25%
between 2007 and 2012 and aims to make another 25% cut by 2017 – setting itself
the ambitious goal to halve carbon emissions in 10 years.
To achieve this target, PwC will have to challenge conventional thinking about
energy consumption. Throughout 2012 it has been installing LED lighting and
voltage optimisation systems and is focusing efforts on improving its flagship
building at 7 More London. PwC will use lessons learned at 7 More London to cut
carbon at its Embankment Place offices by 40%.
The partnership with Arup has enabled PwC to adopt a bold strategic approach to
energy consumption. Arup‟s multi-disciplinary team includes specialists in carbon
reduction strategies, building performance experts with experience of carbon
reduction programmes, quantity surveyors and financial analysts. Arup‟s tools
enable the company to identify buildings with the greatest potential for successful
upgrades and conversions.
Figures show PwC is making steady progress. The carbon intensity of its UK estate
went down from 208kgCO2/m2/yr in 2007 to 151 in 2011. In 2012 carbon was cut
again by 9% to 138kgCO2/m2/yr, winning the firm Carbon Trust Accreditation and
the BSI 50001 standard for energy management.
And PwC‟s blueprint for a greener business is achieving results in other areas too.
In 2012, for example, none of its buildings dispatched waste to landfill.
<Source>

Best Foot Forward makes huge
strides in carbon reduction
By Nicolette Fox for the Guardian Professional Network, for guardian.co.uk
Today, it is hard to imagine a world without the carbon footprint. Footprints have
been worked out for many different sectors – from food to pharmaceuticals. There is
even a footprint of Radiohead‟s US tour. And yet it was only 16 years ago that a UK
consultancy was at the forefront of developing this concept.
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changes to achieve reductions in carbon emissions through energy efficiency, better
buildings and renewable energy, as well as by encouraging visitors to switch to
public transport, walking or cycling.
Another project will involve Best Foot Forward working on a research programme
looking at the UK soft drinks sector. The company will examine the entire soft drinks
supply chain, from raw material production to end-of-life. It will look at production
and consumption, as well as carbon emissions, resource efficiency and socioeconomic issues.
The footprinting company has also been commissioned to design an online version
of the popular Cool Farm Tool for the agriculture industry.
The tool offers farmers a simple and free way to measure the impact of their crops
and animal products. It helps farmers understand where their environmental
hotspots are, and the different scenarios for reducing emissions.
By helping growers directly, the tool also helps multinational companies to manage
the emissions from their supply chains. Many manufacturers and retailers are
setting ambitious targets to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and agriculture is
often a key part of their carbon footprint.
<ReadMore>
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How are communities raising
serious money for green energy
projects?
By Chris Goodall, for guardian.co.uk
This month a hydro
project to generate
electricity at a weir
on the Thames in
Oxford
nearly
£300,000 from 95
shareholders, three
quarters of whom
live in Oxford, within
two
weeks
of
opening its offer.
Just a few weeks
ago, the village of
South
Brent
in
Devon financed a large wind turbine almost entirely with local money.
Green energy projects owned by communities – long-talked about as a way to
reduce emissions, cut bills and bring people together – are starting to raise serious
amounts of money. But how?
Saskya Huggins, one of the volunteers who has organised the Osney hydro project
in Oxford, said “when you get an opportunity like this that helps tackle a major
global issue, albeit in a small way, and raises significant funds for your own
community, you grab it with both hands.”
The two ventures share many features. Both had a core group of utterly committed
volunteers like Huggins working for many years to bring the project to fruition. The
Osney hydro plant has been in development for over a decade. South Brent‟s team
got planning permission three years ago but took until the late 2012 before being
able to start fundraising.
In both places, the organisers are well known and trusted in their local community.
This seems to have helped build the impetus behind the fundraising.
Charlotte Robinson, one of the Osney Hydro investors, said: “When I came to
Oxford 10 years ago, this idea was reported in the local newspaper and I loved it,
but I couldn‟t see how such a big project could happen in such a small area. So I‟ve
been thinking about this for a decade, and was determined not to miss the boat.
This sort of action gives me hope that a climate change revolution really is possible,
even for non-leaders like me, by doing things from the bottom up and locally. I feel
incredibly lucky to be able to take part.”

International
In South Brent about 130 people put money into the wind turbine from a village
population of only 3,000. Although other Devon wind turbines have been fiercely
resisted – including some planned by other community groups – few voices were
ever raised against the proposal. At Osney, over half the money came from less
than a mile from the weir at which the generating plant will be built.
The average amounts invested were broadly similar in both cases. The Thames
scheme raised an average of just over £3,000 per investor compared to £2,300 in
Devon. All the Osney shareholders are individual people. A few companies and
trusts invested in the South Brent wind turbine – usually buying relatively few shares
– but over 95% of the investors are individuals.
The big brother of these two ventures is the Westmill Solar cooperative, which
raised £4m from 1,600 small shareholders in the summer of last year to buy an
existing solar farm near Swindon. The profile of the investors is similar to the two
newer schemes. At £2,500, the average investment is about mid-way between the
Osney and South Brent figures. Three quarters of the Westmill investment came
from within 25 miles.
The experience in Germany shows what might be achieved by encouraging such
community power companies.
<ReadMore>

Making water from air: a collaboration
between engineers and marketeers
By Flemmich Webb, for guardian.co.uk
Advertising is everywhere.
Some people enjoy it;
others find it an insidious
attempt by brands to
brainwash
us
into
consuming more. But,
whatever your view, there‟s
no denying advertising has
the power to shape the
behaviour of individuals,
groups or even society in
general. And that power
can be harnessed to
positive effect.
The University of Engineering and Technology (UTEC) is based in Lima, Peru. Last
year, staff began thinking about designing an advertising billboard to encourage
students to enroll for the 2013 academic year. They approached advertising agency
Mayo DraftFCB with the brief.

Edward Chapman, one of the Devon organisers, actually discouraged publicity
outside the area, saying he wanted to make sure as much money as possible came
from individuals living close to the turbine.

Alejandro Aponte, Mayo DraftFCB‟s creative director, takes up the story. “I started
brainstorming with my co-creative director Juan Donalisio and we came up with the
idea of showing these young students, through a real-life example, how engineering
can offer a solution to real-life problems.”

He remarked on how early publicity for share issue had galvanised more support
from local people. “The team of volunteers who assembled after the first open
meeting back in January did an amazing job – the village was covered in banners
and posters and they opened the „pop-up‟ shop for a week.”

The real-life problem he alludes to is the lack of potable water in the region. Lima is
the world‟s second-largest desert capital and about one million people don‟t have
access to clean drinking water. The area receives just 0.51 inches of rainfall a year
and residents often have to rely on other sources for their water.

The two schemes independently decided to offer investors an annual return of
about 4% on their investment. This leaves large surpluses available for local
schemes to reduce fuel poverty and meet other energy priorities within the
community. Osney says it will put a total of £2m into energy projects in West Oxford
during the 40 year life of the hydro plant, more than three times the initial cost of the
scheme. South Brent has its eye on using the money from the wind turbine to
provide the seed funds for its own large hydro power scheme as well as insulating
local homes.

“Here in the Bujama district, most of us draw water from the well,” says Francisco
Quilca, a Bujama resident, speaking in a UTEC video about the billboard. “It‟s not
nice and it‟s polluted.”

The volunteers that have driven the two schemes forward were already experienced
renewable energy investors. The Osney group had raised the money to invest in
several large solar photovoltaic arrays on local buildings while one of the South
Brent directors had rebuilt some of the village‟s small electricity-generating water
wheels and another works as a surveyor for a large renewable energy company.

The solution, devised and delivered by the two organisations, is a billboard that
generates drinking water from moisture in the air around it – annual rainfall may be
low but the atmospheric humidity is about 98%.
The billboard contains five generators that condense the moisture in the air to
obtain bulk water. The air passes through a series of filters, including antistatic
agents, activated carbon, minerals and reverse osmosis.
The condensed water then flows under UV lamps for further purification and is
collected in a tank from where it is dispensed. Sensors monitor the collector tank to
avoid water shortages or excesses.
<ReadMore>
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Coca-cola: cutting carbon in factories,
fridges and flavourings
By Jackie Wills for the Guardian Professional Network, for guardian.co.uk
The carbon footprint of a can
of Coke is shrinking. CocaCola Enterprises (CCE) is
making
coolers
more
efficient, its factories in the
UK, France and Belgium are
reaching
higher
energy
standards and it is refusing to
buy
fridges
that
use
hydroflurocarbons, the super
greenhouse gases.
The company has promised
to reduce the carbon footprint of a drink by a third by 2020. It is achieving that target
through carbon governance that covers every aspect of the business, from fridges
to flavourings.
CCE has three separate groups working on the carbon footprint of one of the
world‟s most famous soft drinks. An energy and climate change steering group
oversees the task of cutting emissions in factories, transport and refrigeration,
another group focuses on packaging and a third on ingredients.
In its factories CCE is on the alert for new energy efficient technologies and using
renewable energy sources, like the sun. Cooler teams are fitting doors on units that
were previously open-fronted, installing LED lighting, as well as devices to shut off
lights and turn down the temperature when a cooler is not being opened regularly.
The company is also helping suppliers plan their own carbon reduction strategies.
Over the past few years, CCE has managed to disentangle its carbon emissions
from business growth. In 2011, the company cut its carbon footprint by 8.4% on the
previous year even though the business grew in volume by 3.5%. Provisional
figures for 2012 promise a continuing cut in the carbon footprint.
CCE received the highest ever score of 95% in its Carbon Trust Standard
assessment in 2011 and was recognised as one of the leading performers in carbon
management by The Carbon Trust in 2012. CCE‟s strong 2012 carbon disclosure
saw the company listed for the first time in the 2012 Carbon Disclosure Project
Leadership Index.
<Source>

David Attenborough opens Essex
nature reserve built on London’s
waste
By Robin McKie, science editor, for The Observer
Thurrock Thameside nature park has the look of a classic wildlife reserve. Perched
on the Essex coastline on the Thames estuary, it covers 120 acres of grass,
bramble and shrub. It is home to barn owls, brown hares, harvest mice, great
crested newts, yellow wagtails, reed buntings, adders and various orchids. It is, in
short, a haven for nature lovers.
The site has one unusual
feature, however: it rests on a
thick bed of rubbish and
domestic waste that has been
dumped
by
six
London
boroughs over the past 50
years and which, in places, has
piled up to form layers that are
30m thick. It is a strange
bedrock for a nature reserve to
say the least.
It is a certainly remarkable
transformation. And yesterday, the Essex nature park – awarded an ethical award
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by the Observer in 2011 – was given a great accolade: Sir David Attenborough
conducted the official opening. “We live in a crowded country and need to respect
its limits to sustain us,” he said at the opening ceremony. “Change like this must
become the norm.”
This point was backed by John Hall, chief executive of Essex Wildlife Trust, which
has played a key role in turning the giant rubbish dump into a wildlife refuge. “This
was an old gravel pit and once excavations were finished it was used as a vast
dump for London‟s domestic rubbish,” he said. “Every day, barges of the stuff were
brought up the Thames and dumped. The only wildlife we had were gulls –
thousands of them. They used to go through the rubbish for food. They would drag
waste out then spread it round the area. Local people would find they had dropped
rotting chicken bones in their garden.”
It was a very different vision yesterday. Skylarks – whose numbers are declining
alarmingly elsewhere – were singing while several adders were spotted by visitors.
“Adders are very shy, which suggests there is now a healthy population at
Thurrock,” Hall said. “That in turn, indicates healthy numbers of their prey, creatures
such as voles. The presence of these animals also explains significant numbers of
peregrines and barn owls.”
But creating this haven from a rubbish tip – carried out by the wildlife trust and the
landfill company Cory Environmental – has not been easy. First the rubbish had to
be compacted. Then a thick layer of clay, known as a pie-crust, was placed over
this vast sea of waste. This has since been covered in soil on which grass, bushes
and wildlife have established themselves.
<ReadMore>

Street lamps in Scotland could switch
to 100% low-energy bulbs
Ministers unveil plans for the green investment bank to fund a Scotland-wide LED
lighting programme
By Severin Carrell, Scotland correspondent, guardian.co.uk,
Every street light in Scotland could be fitted with low-energy LED bulbs as part of
ambitious plans to cut CO2 emissions, ministers said on Thursday.
The Scottish government unveiled proposals for the green investment bank (GIB) to
fund the Scotland-wide LED lighting programme as part of a £500m package of
climate and green energy measures .
LED street lights, which are being piloted by several Scottish councils and are
already in use by a
number of English
local
authorities,
were floated by Alex
Salmond, the first
minister,
in
a
meeting with the GIB
chair Lord Smith of
Kelvin
on
Wednesday.
On
Thursday, the bank
posted data for the
Street lights in front of Castlegate in Aberdeen, Scotland
first time on its initial
Photography: Alany
11
investments
totalling £635m, with a total value of £2.3bn once private investment was counted.
Scottish government officials admitted they did not know how many street lights
were involved, or the eventual CO2 savings or the total cost of this programme,
arguing that the project was in its early stages.
But the environment group WWF Scotland said its figures suggested that street
lighting caused a significant amount of carbon emissions. The 40,000 street lights in
Aberdeenshire are responsible for 8,750 tonnes of CO2, with energy bills hitting
£1.6m, it said. Fife council's street lights made up 10% of its total carbon footprint.
Richard Lochhead, the Scottish environment secretary, said that the investment
quango the Scottish Futures Trust had estimated that investing about £350m in lowcarbon measures could cut energy bills by £900m.
<ReadMore>
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Meteorite crater reveals future of a
globally warmed world
By Damian Carrington, for guardian.co.uk
The future of a
globally warmed world
has been revealed in
a remote meteorite
crater
in
Siberia,
where lake sediments
recorded the strikingly
balmy climate of the
Arctic during the last
period
when
greenhouse
gas
levels were as high as
today.
Unchecked burning of
fossil fuels has driven
carbon dioxide to levels not seen for 3m years when, the sediments show,
temperatures were 8C higher than today, lush forests covered the tundra and sea
levels were up to 40m higher than today.
“It‟s like deja vu,” said Prof Julie Brigham-Grette, at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst, who led the new research analysing a core of sediment to see what
temperatures in the region were between 3.6 and 2.2m years ago. “We have seen
these warm periods before. Many people now agree this is where we are heading.”
“It shows a huge warming – unprecedented in human history,” said Prof Scott Elias,
at Royal Holloway University of London, and not involved in the work. “It is a
frightening experiment we are conducting with our climate.”
The sediments have been slowly settling in Lake El‟gygytgyn since it was formed
3.6m years ago, when a kilometre-wide meteorite blasted a crater 100km north of
the Arctic circle. Unlike most places so far north, the region was never eroded by
glaciers so a continuous record of the climate has lain undisturbed ever since. “It‟s a
phenomenal record,” said Prof Peter Sammonds, at University College London. “It
is also an incredible achievement [the study's work], given the remoteness of the
lake.” Sixteen shipping containers of equipment had to be hauled 90km over snow
by bulldozers from the nearest ice road, used by gold miners.
Previous research on land had revealed glimpses of the Arctic climate and ocean
sediments had recorded the marine climate, but the disparate data are not
consistent with one another. “Lake El‟gygytgyn may be the only place in the world
that has this incredible unbroken record of sediments going back millions of years,”
said Elias. “When you have a very long record it is very different to argue with.”
The new research, published in the journal Science, also sheds light on a crucial
question for climate scientists: how sensitive is the Earth‟s climate to increases in
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere? The relative slowing of global temperature rises
over the past 15 years has led some researchers to suggest the climate is less
sensitive to CO2 rises than current climate models suggest. But the record from
Lake El‟gygytgyn of a very warm Arctic when atmospheric CO2 levels were last at
about 400 parts per million (ppm) indicates the opposite, according to BrighamGrette. “My feeling is we have underestimated the sensitivity, unless there are some
feedbacks we don‟t yet understand or we don‟t get right in the models.”
<ReadMore>

Oil demand in developing nations
overtakes industrialised world
By Fiona Harvey, environment correspondent, for guardian.co.uk
Developing countries have overtaken the industrialised world for the first time in
their thirst for oil, according to the world‟s leading energy authority.
This transformation in the demand for oil has come as production of the fuel has
boomed in the US, “sending ripples through the global markets”, the International
Energy Agency (IEA) said on Tuesday.

International
Shale oil – the technique of blasting apart dense rocks under high pressure to
release fossil fuels trapped within – has rapidly boosted oil production in the US,
presaging a revolution in oil to mirror that in gas production.
The US pioneered shale gas production in the past decade, resulting in a gas glut in
the country that has sent gas prices plunging and led to a massive switch from coal
to gas for electricity generation.
As with shale gas,
the newfound oil
supplies are likely
to be used first to
slake demand for
fuel in the US‟s
home
market,
making
the
economy
–
previously
the
world‟s biggest oil
importer – less
dependent
on
overseas supplies.
Those
supplies
are increasingly flowing to Asia.
At the same time, developing countries are massively increasing their capacity to
refine crude oil, which is changing the pattern of trade and is part of “a broad
restructuring of global refining capacity”. The IEA said this would result in a
continued squeeze on European refiners, caused by increasing US product exports
and the new Asian and Middle Eastern refineries.
The IEA said that the shift would “not only cause oil companies to overhaul their
global investment strategies, but also reshape the way oil is transported, stored and
refined”. In addition, the same techniques that have been brought to bear on shale
gas in the mainland US could be transferred to depleted conventional oilfields,
opening up new possibilities for extraction.
The US is likely to overtake the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(Opec) as the world biggest source of oil within about five years, the IEA said last
year. But Opec is still an important bloc, the agency said.
The vast expansion of oil production that could follow the US shale oil boom also
spells bad news for emissions. The IEA has warned that on current trends, the
world is in for 6C of warming, a level scientists warn would cause chaos.
<ReadMore>

Countries Finding New Ways to
Address Climate Change
By SustainableBusiness.com News
Over the past few years, we've seen every international climate summit fail to
produce a binding treaty on climate change. The issues always remain the same developing versus advanced nations and their respective obligations.
It seems that a new approach is emerging now. Rather than forcing every country
into one scheme, let each country decide how they want to address the situation
and support them in achieving their goals.
That's what the US proposed in the latest international meeting in Bonn, which took
place last week. Negotiators are meeting several times a year to prepare for the
next big summit in 2015, where world leaders have promised to sign a treaty.
Todd Stern, negotiator for the US, proposes that each nation create its own plan,
which
would encourage
all
countries
to
come
to
the
table.
"Countries, knowing that they will be subject to the scrutiny of everybody else, will
be urged to put something down they feel they can defend and that they feel is
strong," he says.
Countries would submit initial plans several months before the 2015 meeting, giving
time for review, feedback and revision.
"It is very hard for us to imagine a negotiation with dozens and dozens and dozens
of counties actually negotiating everybody else's targets and timetables," he told
reporters.
Stern says the idea is gaining traction, and the World Bank has begun a similar,
parallel effort.
The World Bank has formed the "Partnership for Market Readiness," which helps
countries meet emissions targets as quickly as possible.
<ReadMore>
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Goodbye nuclear power: Germany’s
renewable energy revolution

Northumbrian Water: serious
about sewage

By Tim Smedley, for guardian.co.uk

By Nicolette Fox for the Guardian Professional Network, for guardian.co.uk

To many a casual observer, Germany‟s reaction to the Fukushima disaster seemed
knee-jerk to say the least.

With three million customers Northumbrian Water has to deal with an awful lot of
sewage every year. But after investing in leading-edge technology to clean up its
waste, the company is now saving more than £6m in electricity costs annually, as
well as cuttings its carbon footprint by 20%.

Nuclear
power
produces nearly 20%
of
Germany‟s
energy, but in July
2011 (only three
months
after
Fukushima)
the
German government
vowed to shut down
its nuclear capability
within 10 years. Not
just that, but to
replace
it
with
renewable energy,
cut greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions by
40% by 2020 and 80% by 2050, ensure renewables contribute 80% of Germany‟s
energy by 2050, and ensure energy consumption drops 20% by 2020 and 50% by
2050. It even has its own word: „Energiewende‟, or „Energy Transformation‟. And
Angela Merkel, not known for hyperbole, has described it as a „Herculean task‟.
Energiewende: persuading the public
But Professor Dr Manfred Fischedick is not a casual observer. As vice president of
the Wuppertal Institute, he is scientific adviser to both policy makers and industry.
Energiewende, he says, didn‟t simply fall from the sky in 2011. “Discussions about
Energiewende had started already in the 1980s“, says Fischedick. “There is a long
tradition here in talking about alternative energy transformation. We had a lot of
good scientific background and a very good basis for the government to come to
such decisions in a very short time-frame… Just three months‟ discussion for such
an ambitious energy concept would not have been possible without that.”
Discussions are one thing. The reality, however, is proving quite another. “Now we
have to construct new power lines, now people will see new biomass facilities very
close to their houses, they will see new wind farms… the [crucial] social challenge is
really to get public acceptance for all these many new investments.”
The sight of thousands of kilometres of power cables slicing through the German
countryside, and the costs involved, are beginning to bite. A renewable energy
surcharge has already seen the average family‟s energy bill increase by 47% in the
past two years.
There are also question marks over the transportation and storage of intermittent
wind energy. However, Fischedick argues that, “90% of the technologies are
already available… our analysis is we [will need] more long-term storage systems
after 2030. That‟s not a short-term challenge it is more of mid-to-long term. The
short-term challenge is how to realise appropriate infrastructure on the electricity
grid side… the main question at the moment is how we will be able to construct and
get public acceptance for new power lines.”
The prosumer model
While a lot of the media attention has been focused on large-scale wind farms (and
Fischedick expects wind power to contribute half of the 80% renewable energy
target by 2050), one of the most fascinating aspects of Energiewende is how it
embraces micro-generation and micro-ownership. Public acceptance is, says
Fischedick, much easier to maintain if it is paralleled with levels of individual
ownership. Also known as a „prosumer‟ model, over 50% of renewable-energy
capacity is owned by individuals or farmers in Germany; the Big Four energy
companies own just 6.5% (according to 2010 figures). “This is PV, co-generation…
really small facilities,” says Fischedick. “The prosumer aspect is vitally important… if
you only have the chance to look from outside at the changes then you are much
more [likely to be] complaining about what is going on.”
<ReadMore>
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Northumbrian Water did this by being the first UK water company to turn 100% of its
sewage sludge into renewable energy. In other words, it‟s turning poo into power.
The company has more than 400 sewage treatment works, all of which produce
sewage sludge as a by-product associated with the cleanup process.
Until 2007, the company‟s sludge treatment focused on sludge-drying or dewatering
with lime stabilisation. While the end product was suitable as an agricultural
fertiliser, it came with a high price tag. The method was both highly energy and
highly carbon intensive, as well as being expensive.
In 2006, the company
made a radical decision.
After looking at several
different
options
it
decided that moving to an
Advanced
Anaerobic
Digestion (AAD) system
would
generate
significant environmental
benefits, together with
multimillion
pound
savings in annual energy
costs.
Over a four-year period, Northumbrian Water built two AAD plants costing £75m.
The first opened in 2009 at Bran Sands on Teesside, and the second in 2012 at the
company‟s five-acre sewage treatment works at Howdon on Tyneside.
Many water companies use conventional anaerobic digestion to deal with sewage
sludge, but it‟s the “advanced” element of AAD that is key to it high energy
efficiency.
Sludge is loaded into pressurised reactors and heated to 165C at 6Bar. By creating
extreme conditions, the biological cell structure within the sludge is destroyed, thus
releasing more nutrients for energy conversion. This is similar to when a domestic
pressure cooker gets to steam.
The sludge is then depressurised and cooled before being fed into large concrete
digesters for the bacterial process to start. Methane given off by the bugs digesting
the waste will then be collected in biogas storage bags before being used to fuel
gas engines to create renewable electricity. Any waste heat is also reused within
the AAD process.
The result is that 100% percent of the sludge is used to produce renewable
electricity. There is only a small amount left over when the process is complete – a
mere 150,000m3 of sewage sludge compared with 2,000,000m3 under the old
system.
The remaining sludge “cake that is produced has been turned into a valuable
agricultural fertiliser. It is a class A biosolid – a low-odour product containing no
detectable levels of pathogens, such as E coli.
By utilising AAD, Northumbrian Water has transformed its sewage treatment
process from an energy intensive waste clean-up process, to one that recovers
significant quantities of renewable energy. Today, nearly three quarters of the
energy required for the company‟s sewage treatment is met by this source.
Northumbrian is currently the only UK water company to convert 100% of its
sewage sludge into renewable energy. This has resulted in the company also
having the lowest carbon emissions per customer among the water companies.
One reason it‟s so successful is the fact that, unlike many other water companies, it
has situated its key sewage sludge treatment plants at just two sites. Due to the
cost of an advanced anaerobic digestion plant it is only economical for
concentrated, large scale use.
<ReadMore>
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Sustainability consultant turned
entrepreneur stresses stories sell
By Oliver Balch, for guardian.co.
Sustainability
consultants are two a
penny these days.
What the world lacks
are
sustainabilityminded entrepreneurs.
Maurits Groen, a 59
year-old
Dutchman,
spent nearly 30 years
in the first camp before
he decided it was high
time to roll up his
sleeves and get his
hands dirty.

International
cites United Nations estimates that put the total number of fatalities at 300,000 per
year, most of whom are children.
So the problem is clear enough. In Groen‟s mind, so too was the solution. A sturdy,
highly efficient, sustainable, self-powered LED lamp that was affordable for those
living on $2 per day or less should do the trick. All very easy for a former consultant
to say. Making it happen is another matter altogether. Welcome to the preserve of
the entrepreneur.
<ReadMore>

UK government to oppose 2025
European vehicle emissions target
By Fiona Harvey, environment correspondent, for guardian.co.uk
The UK government
is to oppose a
proposal for a tough
new EU-wide target
on carbon emissions
from
vehicles,
provoking
protests
from environmental
campaigners.

“Since the [sustainability] problems are really getting very acute and intense, I
thought I should start doing something about them instead of only consulting about
how others should do things better”, he says.
A low-cost light revolution
The result is the award-winning WakaWaka Light. Based on the Swahili word for
“shine bright”, this low-cost LED light is revolutionising life for thousands of families
in the developing world. It lasts longer (up to 50 times more than a standard
incandescent light), it‟s hugely more efficient (its light-to-heat energy ratio is 9:1,
compared to about 1:9 in the case of conventional light bulbs) and it‟s solarpowered so free to run. Groen‟s business model also enables him to give away a
sizeable amount for free.
But rewind. One of the Dutchman‟s specialisms as a consultant was
communications, so he knows the power of a good story. WakaWaka didn‟t spring
from a venture philanthropist‟s deep pockets nor from the technological know-how
of a large corporation. It all began with the South Africa World Cup in 2010, which
was supposed to be carbon neutral but which actually ended with a deficit of 2.8m
tonnes of carbon emissions.
What to do? Well, the South African government announced an international
competition to design cutting-edge emission reduction ideas. Just one small
condition: it wasn‟t to cost the taxpayer anything. Together with Lemnis, a Dutch
light manufacturer, Groen and his business partner Camille van Gestel designed an
ultra-efficient LED lamp.
The problem was the cost, which was “far too expensive” for the average South
African. Not one to be disheartened, Groen turned to a carbon trader and
negotiated a deal to sell the carbon rights to the 2.8m tonnes of emissions that his
lamp would offset. “With their signature, I could go to the bank and make a loan
which we could then use to lower the price for the consumer”, he explains. The
solution worked and he won the prize.
Living off the grid
Until the competition, Groen has never been to South Africa. When he finally did,
one thing struck him very powerfully: namely, the number South Africans (around
25%) who live off the electricity grid and for which his wonderful invention was
therefore useless. Even for those on the grid, power blackouts regularly throw them
into darkness. And that‟s just in South Africa. His research revealed that 1.5 billion
people worldwide still have no regular access to power. Come the evening, the dark
descends. “It‟s no wonder that education levels in Africa and Asia are very poor
outside the big cities”, Groen states, noting the difficulty of doing homework without
adequate illumination.
Without power, people generally turn to one of two main alternatives for artificial
light. Neither is optimal. Option one is torches run on inefficient, non-renewable,
toxic batteries. Worse is option two: paraffin lamps. Poor households can spend up
to 10%-20% of their income on fuelling such devices, which give off “about as much
light as a candle”. They are highly dangerous to boot. Groen talks of a silent
massacre in the developing world as a result of fires caused by kerosene lamps. He

The proposal for a
2025 target, by which
emissions per car
should not exceed
70g of carbon dioxide
per kilometre, was
made by Fiona Hall, a Liberal Democrat MEP.
At present, the European commission is working with member states and MEPs to
put in place targets on emissions from cars that would apply for the period from now
to 2020. The targets would be that emissions from new vehicles sold in 2015 should
be no higher than 130g CO2/km, and cars rolling off production lines in 2020 should
have emissions not exceeding 95g CO2/km.
Hall, who sits on the industry research and energy committee in the EU parliament,
wants a 2025 target to be included as well, in order to give car companies more
time to prepare for the changes beyond 2020.
But the Department for Transport (DfT), where Lib Dem Norman Baker is a minister,
argues that trying to extend the targets beyond 2020 at this stage will only cause
delays to the process of agreeing the 2015 and 2020 targets, which a
spokeswoman said needed to be agreed as soon as possible to ensure that car
manufacturers can put them in place in time.
After they have been accepted, then work could begin on considering proposals for
2025 and beyond, according to the department.
A DfT spokeswoman said: “It is important to strike the right balance by supporting
ambitious targets, while ensuring we do not hinder industry growth or
competitiveness and encourage continued investments in low carbon vehicle
technologies in the EU. Beyond 2020, it is likely that some form of mandatory
targets will continue to be an effective measure for reducing CO2. We would only
consider specific targets following a commission review and assessment of the
impacts to ensure that target levels were ambitious, but realistic and based on
sound evidence.”
Hall said: “Norman Baker and I are both committed to further reducing CO2
emissions from cars. But whereas the DfT wants to wait to look at specific targets
until after the Commission‟s review next year, I would like to send a political signal
right now that the 2025 target must be ambitious.”
But Sara Ayech, campaigner at Greenpeace, said a 2025 proposal could be
included without delaying the current considerations, if it were put in place as an
indicative target range that could be firmed up in future years after the requisite
impact assessments. She said if such a target was not included in this round, it
would make it much harder in future to set a 2025 limit in time. Greenpeace said
that the proposed 2025 target could save motorists up to £400 a year in fuel costs.
<ReadMore>
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BM buys from its own supply of
recycled electronics
By Harry Stevens
As major electronics companies continue to be accused of planning obsolescence
into products, an IBM program focused on making good use of that old e-waste has
been thriving.
IBM‟s Global Asset Recovery Services (GARS) can remanufacture just about any
kind of IT equipment, regardless whether IBM made it. Since 1999, GARS has
remanufactured and demanufactured nearly 68 million pounds of technology
equipment.
Last year, the company's remanufacturing operations processed a quarter-million
units of equipment. If you were to stack all the laptops IBM processed in 2012, they
would reach 4.2 miles into the sky.
Of
all
the
equipment and
material
that
GARS
has
processed in its
demanufacturing
centers, over 99
percent
was
recycled
or
reused, making
IBM a standout
in a technology
industry
where
companies have
been
charged
with deliberately
undermining the
longevity of their products to force users to buy newer models sooner.

International
Putting remade electronics to work
Muir, a good-natured Scotsman who has been with IBM for almost 16 years, speaks
with an enthusiasm for all things Big Blue that belies his soft-spoken manner. When
we spoke, Muir had just flown in from South Africa, where he gave a talk to the
entire GARS sales team. "The first thing I talked about ... was sustainability," he
said.
Image credit: CC license by Samuel Mann/Flickr
<ReadMore>

How UPS makes the business case for
sustainability projects
By Jonathan Bardelline
When
UPS
adds
new
alternative fuel or advanced
technology vehicles to its fleet,
it doesn't simply choose just
any alternative-fuel vehicle.
The company only adopts new
vehicles when they're proven
to be economically viable,
have
a
reliable
fueling
infrastructure,
are
readily
available, provide fuel savings
and are safe.
The key to choosing new
vehicles and potentially using them on a wider scale is data.
"Everything begins with management and data," said Patrick Browne, UPS's
corporate sustainability program manager, "UPS is no stranger to big data. We use
data to drive many aspects of our business."
Data is also a major factor in justifying sustainability decisions based on their return
on investment.

On the circuit board of a Samsung television set, for example, the condensers,
sensitive to high temperatures, are soldered right next to a heat sink. "Why did
Samsung put them here, even though there is room at the other end of the board?"
asked Swiss repairman Felice Suglia in a recent interview with Worldcrunch.

"At the end of the day, you're going to have to drive a link between your
sustainability initiatives and financial performance and financial outcomes," said
Adam Cooper, senior manager of global strategy and sustainability practices for
Accenture, speaking along with Browne at a recent GreenBiz webcast, "Making the
Sustainability Business Case: A Step by Step Framework to Increase the ROI of
your Sustainability Initiatives."

Apple, meanwhile, is currently mired in a legal battle in Brazil over whether it
intentionally withheld existing technology from its third-generation iPad so that it
could release a newer model seven months later that consumers would feel
pressured to buy.

The value from sustainability projects isn't typically a matter of, say, just the
electricity savings of using occupancy sensors. Sustainability initiatives of all types
can drive value from revenue growth (through new business models or services),
cost reductions, brand enhancement and risk management, said Cooper.

"Consumers thought [they were] buying high-end equipment not knowing [it] was
already an obsolete version," Brazilian Institute of Politics and Law Software
attorney Sergio Palomares is quoted as saying.

"Defining the ROI in some areas is easier than others," he said.

Technology companies long have been charged with building obsolescence into
their products, a practice that is not only ethically dubious but environmentally
harmful.

1. Gain senior level sponsorship.

Designing against longevity

"From a sustainability perspective, planned obsolescence is deplorable because
new resources are needed to make newer models, and more often than not, the old
product materials aren't reused or recycled," wrote the Sustainable Business
Forum's Kim Crane in a recent article. "These wasted materials end up polluting
ecosystems and clogging up landfills."
While planned obsolescence may be common practice at the world‟s biggest
technology corporations, IBM's GARS program is aimed at both reusing old
products and designing products that last longer and be better used at their end-oflife.
"We're continually looking and working with engineers on how to best design
products that will enable us to keep upgrading and upgrading and upgrading," says
John Muir, who leads the GARS sales team. "We're able to keep the technology as
new as we possibly can, keep it as fresh as we possibly can, and to minimize the
amount of waste."

Five steps to take with any project, Cooper said, are:

2. Be relevant and aligned. Depending on the project, define who the benefactor
is. "Are you taking on a sustainability initiative related to your sales and marketing
group? In that case you might be able to talk more about brand and goodwill value
with stakeholders."
3. Establish tangible metrics. Related to the point above, vet these metrics
throughout your organization so that you understand what the different groups want
analyzed and what is relevant to them.
4. Communicate effectively. How you talk about the project and the potential
outcomes needs to resonate with the people who are involved with the project.
5. Incentivize and reinforce. Senior management needs to lead by example while
also looking at follow-up activities.
When you're working within those steps and looking at ROI, Enablon project
manager Tom Hazeldine said that you want to see an ROI projection that is
strengthened by quantified estimates of risks that have been mitigated.
UPS EV photo courtesy of UPS.
<ReadMore>
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US honeybees threatened as 31% of
colonies died out in 2012, report
shows
By Suzanne Goldenberg, US environment correspondent, for guardian.co.uk
Nearly a third of managed honeybee colonies in America died out or disappeared
over the winter, an annual survey found on Wednesday. The decline – which was
far worse than the winter before – threatens the survival of some bee colonies.
The heavy losses of pollinators also threatens the country‟s food supply,
researchers said. The US Department of Agriculture has estimated that honeybees
contribute some $20bn to the economy every year.
Bee keepers lost 31% of their colonies in late 2012 and through the early months of
this year – about
double
what
they
might
expect through
natural causes,
survey
found.
The
survey
offered the latest
evidence of a
mysterious
disorder that has
been destroying
bee colonies for
seven
years.
The
strange
phenomenon
known as colony collapse disorder came to light in 2006, when the first reports
came in of bees abandoning their hives and disappearing.
In a report last week, the federal government blamed a combination of factors for
the rapid decline of honeybees, including a parasitic mite, viruses, bacteria, poor
nutrition and genetics, as well as the effects of pesticides. But scientists and
campaign groups have singled out the use of a widely used class of pesticides,
which scramble the honeybees‟ sense of navigation.
The European Union has imposed a two-year ban on such pesticides, known as
neonicotinoids, to study their effects on bee populations. However, the US
authorities say there is no clear evidence pointing to pesticides as the main culprit
for honeybees‟ decline.
The annual honeybee survey, which is a joint effort by beekeepers, academic
researchers and scientists at the US Department of Agriculture, noted that bee
keepers reported devastating losses over the winter months. More than two-thirds
of bee keepers reported bigger losses than would allow them to remain in operation.
The bee keepers who were affected by the disorder typically lost about 45% of their
colonies, the survey found.
The honeybee shortage is already threatening agricultural production. Earlier this
year, farmers in California reported that they nearly missed pollinating their almond
crop, because of an absence of bees.
Nearly 6,300 commercial bee keepers, managing close to a quarter of colonies in
the country, participated in the survey.
<Source>

Adidas Group scores big with
sustainability venture capital fund
By Elizabeth Turnbull Henry
If you are familiar with facility management, you may know that facilities have finite
annual budgets, and demand for capital predictably exceeds supply. Some projects
such as lighting controls may deliver carbon and financial savings, but quantifying
these savings requires time and specialized training, two equally scarce resources.
Other projects, such as replacing carpets, don't deliver a return, but may still feel
quite urgent to a facility manager. Without a trusted advisor to calculate and validate
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their economic and environmental benefits, energy-conserving lighting controls are
stuck competing for the same funds as carpets.
We experienced similar issues at the Adidas Group and set up a dedicated team to
look into it. After months of calculations and visits to our facilities, we established
the company's greenENERGY Fund, our creative response to this universal
corporate problem.
Launched in 2012, the pilot greenENERGY Fund is an investment fund with three
goals: accelerate carbon reduction in our global properties, rigorously track project
performance and deliver a healthy return on capital. After six months and seven
projects funded, the pilot project is showing impressive results. It is forecast to
deliver 36 percent return on investment and cut carbon by 1,401 metric tons of C02 - that's like taking 256 cars off the road each year.
This pilot is scaling up -- way up -- with $2 million committed to energy efficiency
projects across
the globe.
Projects
with
attractive financial
and
carbon
returns
deserve
preferential
treatment.
As
manager of the
Adidas
Group
greenENERGY
Fund, I look at
carbon reduction
projects
as
a
venture capitalist
might: a portfolio
of value-creating
investments.
I
rigorously scout, evaluate and invest in efficiency projects because they deliver
great financial savings and reduce our greenhouse gas emissions. Green
investments are therefore seen as a business opportunity, delivering revenue for
the business.
This is why the Adidas Group has worked with Environmental Defense Fund's
Climate Corps program since 2010 to identify energy and money-saving
opportunities across its portfolio. EDF, which examines efficiency opportunities for
hundreds of companies across the map, is so enthused by the Adidas Group
greenENERGY Fund that the organization is touting it to its audiences far and wide.
Moreover, EDF asked us to present this new project at the recent Fortune
Brainstorm Green Conference in California.
Fund takes a portfolio approach
Adidas image by TonyV3112 via Shutterstock.com.
The greenENERGY Fund is generating buzz because it is working beautifully,
accelerating verified carbon reductions at a nice profit. It is also the first fund in the
footwear and apparel industry with our unique "portfolio finance" approach. These
two key powers make it a keen carbon reduction tool:
1. The fund has a strict 20 percent annual return on capital target across the
portfolio, but flexibility on the project level. This means that high financial return
projects can subsidize projects with great carbon reductions but lower financial
return. With a portfolio approach, I can deploy more capital -- and reduce more
carbon -- than if I evaluated projects individually.
2. If a project falls below the 20 percent return threshold, it competes with other
projects on the basis of metric tons C02-e reduced per dollar invested. The higher
the MT CO2-e/$, the higher priority it becomes to finance. In this way, the fund is
engineered to maximize net present value and carbon reduction.
The greenENERGY Fund is becoming our central hub for energy best practices and
engineering know-how. With each retrofit, we learn more about the risks and
benefits of certain project types. Each investment case, including all economics,
challenges and results, are summarized and shared on a central portal. Facilities
can review what has been done and get ideas for their own improvements. It's a
positive feedback loop that becomes more powerful every day.
<ReadMore>
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For brands it means added costs, but also incentives to use easily and readily
recyclable material. For governments, it shifts away some waste disposal and
recycling expenses. And for recyclers, it means possible changes to the way they
operate as well as potential new or expanded material streams.

The true cost of water
By Libby Bernick
The environmental and social costs of global business water use add up to around
$1.9 trillion per year, according to new research by Trucost for the TEEB for
Business Coalition, Natural Capital at Risk: The Top 100 Externalities of Business.
Some of these
external
water
costs
already
are
being
internalized and
hitting
bottom
lines: Just last
year, the worst
drought in the
United States in
50 years sent
commodity
prices
skyrocketing.
Companies,
especially those
in
the
food,
beverage and apparel sectors whose margins and supply chains are tightly linked to
agricultural commodities, can use the true cost of water to get ahead of the trend of
external costs increasingly being internalized through regulations, pricing or
shortages.
Gaps in pricing and supply create opportunities
Most raw materials that businesses depend on require water. However, a gap
already exists between water supply and demand, and by 2030 water demand will
exceed supply by 40 percent.
Part of the problem is that water is not correctly valued, and this is creating perverse
market incentives. For example, around half of China‟s industrial output and 40
percent of its water-intensive agricultural products are produced in 11 of the
country‟s driest regions, comparable in water scarcity to those of the Middle East.
Because the price of water in these regions is among the lowest in the world, the
market creates an incentive for retailers and manufacturers to outsource services to
this water-scarce region, despite the high risk of drought or damage to long-term
water supplies.
In fact, because water assets are overexploited and undervalued in many countries,
this creates an opportunity for forward-thinking businesses to use external
environmental costs to inform their business strategies. For example, Yarra Valley
Water recently calculated the true environmental costs of water to better understand
how to allocate its own water resources. The results are highlighted in a white paper
authored by Trucost, Valuing Water to Drive More Effective Decisions, which aims
to spark discussion around integrating the true cost of water into the decisionmaking of companies and regulators.
<ReadMore>

What will it take to change
packaging recycling in the U.S.?
By Jonathan Bardelline
The recycling rate in the U.S. has been stuck in a rut, slowly inching up year by
year, a signal that any major increases will need to be spurred by major actions.
Those on all sides of the issue may agree that changes need to be made to
recycling systems, but a recent dustup over a trade group's position paper shows
they're not seeing eye-to-eye on some ideas.
Take extended producer responsibility (EPR). It's the concept that makes those who
produce items also responsible for funding (and sometimes also operating)
recycling systems for those same items.

The Product Stewardship Institute (PSI), a major player on the pro-EPR side,
recently got a glimpse at a position paper by AMERIPEN, a packaging-focused
trade group, and called out a number of statements in the paper as misleading or
false. While AMERIPEN finalizes a report about recycling systems for packaging, it
maintains its goal is to advance recycling improvements. That's the same aim of the
PSI, although what seems to be missing from the debate is actual discussion and
consensus.
More than half of the states already have a variety of EPR laws on the books
covering products such as batteries, paint, thermostats, electronics and fluorescent
lights. While some date back to the '90s, efforts to put EPR systems for packaging
in place have developed more recently. The latest action has been taken in Rhode
Island, where legislation has been introduced but is being held for further study.
The PSI has been working on packaging EPR for about five years, said CEO Scott
Cassel, and was one of the first groups to try to involve the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. The PSI has also sought to work with brand owners, state and
local governments, and other stakeholders.
Since then, Cassel
said, there have been
a
number
of
scattershot efforts by
others. "While there
have
been
and
continue
to
be
initiatives on this in
the U.S.," he said,
"they are all separate.
They are all disparate
efforts."
Companies' efforts to
improve recycling
The EPA opened up a
dialogue
among
companies, governments and a few non-profits. "While there was data on the table
and much learning," Cassel said, "it was not set up for agreements, it was not set
up to include all the different stakeholders, and because of that it was very limited in
its scope and its results."
Nestle Waters co-founded Recycling Reinvented, a non-profit that supports the EPR
model and recently commissioned a study on the economics of packaging and
paper EPR systems.
Alcoa led the creation of an initiative called Action to Accelerate Recycling, to look
into how companies voluntarily can support packaging recovery and recycling.
And AMERIPEN was founded and has been conducting research on recycling
systems. "The project objective for studying EPR systems was to produce a
comprehensive paper that evaluates funding systems to support improved
packaging end of life scenarios, including increased recovery," said Jeff Wooster,
AMERIPEN secretary and Dow Chemical's global sustainability leader. "This
evaluation will include programs that are industry owned and will explore different
faces of EPR and evaluate both successful and challenged elements of various
programs."
PSI, for all its efforts, has found brand owners reluctant to enter in discussions.
"They are still learning about these issues. They are very preliminary in their
understanding about what their responsibilities might be," Cassel said.
Waste management companies also have been reluctant to join the push for EPR,
as it could change the way they operate. Commodities groups, meanwhile, have
been more supportive of bottle bills, which put deposits on containers, giving
consumers a high incentive to return them to get that deposit back.
Packaging photo by Darryl Brooks on Shutterstock.

<ReadMore>
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Kroger to power distribution center
with spoiled food

They are looking for innovations that potentially can scale in two years, as well as
game-changing early stage technologies and prototypes. Innovations can be
business models, financial instruments, technologies and programs that accelerate
research, education and capacity building.

By SustainableBusiness.com News

Specifically, they are looking for:

Kroger has come up with a solution that will put a dent in the food waste generated
by the supermarket chain -- it will turn it into biogas energy that powers a
distribution center.
Kroger is the biggest supermarket chain in the U.S. with 2,400 supermarkets in 31
states.
Any food that can't
be sold or donated
will help power its
650,000-squarefoot Ralphs/Food 4
Less
distribution
center in Compton,
Calif.
An
anaerobic
digester
will
process more than
55,000 tons of food
waste a year, about
150 tons a day,
providing
20
percent
of
the
facility's energy. And it will use 150 zero emission fuel cell forklifts to do the job.
Pretty amazing how much food waste is generated by supermarkets, isn't it?
If you've been reading our articles on the growing use of biodigesters, you know
that besides producing energy they also generate organic fertilizer as a byproduct.
Importantly, the system also will reduce truck trips by more than 500,000 miles each
year. Rather than making special trips to haul food waste to landfills or waste-toenergy plants, the biodigester will be on-site. The same trucks that deliver food to
supermarkets from the distribution center will make their return trip with food waste
from supermarkets.
The Compton distribution center serves 359 supermarkets in Southern California.
Kroger's biogas system is designed and operated by Boston-based FEED Resource
Recovery, Inc., which has developed a closed-loop, zero waste solution for the food
industry.
Kroger says its investment in the biogas digester will be paid back within five years,
an 18.5 percent return on investment. It's considering adding biogas to other
distribution sites.
Forbes recognized Kroger as the most generous company in America for its food
contributions: 125 million meals a year through more than 80 Feeding America food
bank partners.
The top award for energy efficiency went to Kroger last year from the Alliance to
Save Energy.
In another recent announcement, Kroger is adding electric vehicle charging stations
at 300 supermarkets and is joining other corporate leaders in committing to buy only
sustainably sourced palm oil and seafood.
This article originally appeared at Sustainable Business News and is reprinted with
permission.
Image credit: CC license by außerirdische sind gesund/Flickr
<Source>

Nike joins NASA, USAID to develop
sustainable fabrics
By SustainableBusiness.com News
Nike, NASA, U.S. Agency for International Development and the U.S. State
Department have launched a challenge to create new, sustainable materials.
It's an effort to bring collective genius, unprecedented networks and new resources
to overcome some of humanity's toughest sustainability challenges, they say.
"LAUNCH System Challenge 2013 seeks innovations that will transform the system
of fabrics to one that advances equitable global economic growth, drives human
prosperity and replenishes the planet's resources," the group says.
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• Fabric materials that have positive social and environmental impact, such as multipurpose synthetic and bio-synthetic materials; smart and/or self-healing materials;
fabrics that efficiently and effectively enable recycling; and applications that
eliminate
toxins
in
fabrics.
•
Processes
for
manufacturing
fabrics
that use low or positive
environmental
impact
approaches, with a bias
toward inclusive business
models that positively
develop human capital,
respect rights and deliver
shared value:
• Solutions that increase
energy, water and raw
material efficiency in the manufacturing process.
• Manufacturing processes and technologies that enable maximum conversion of
materials and minimum consumption of natural resources
• Solutions that put workers at the heart of the innovation process.
• Zero waste or closed-loop systems that eliminate waste and create equitable,
empowered workforces.
• Scalable innovative business models that are sustainable and equitable.
• Manufacturing processes that reuse waste.
Nike logo image by ~ezs via Compfight cc.
<Source>

Solar Panels Cover Taiwan
Stadium, A Beautiful Design
By SustainableBusiness.com News
One industry that's been
making
great
strides
on sustainability in recent
years is the sports industry.
We've been treated to an
increasing
number
of
stadiums that are net-zero
energy, producing more
energy from solar and wind
than the stadium needs.
Here's
the incredible
Kaohsiung World Stadium in
Taiwan, which opened in
2009. The largest stadium in the country with 55,000 seats, it is shaped like a
dragon covered entirely by solar panels.
Almost 9000 solar PV panels are integrated into the building's skin (BIPV). They
generate 75% of the stadium's electricity when games are on, and sells it to the grid
during down times. The system produces 1.14 gigawatt hours of electricity a year.
Yes, the blue is all solar panels:
Designers kept the sides and roof open based on the direction of the wind during
summers to take advantage of natural cooling. By creating a tunnel, air passes
through to keep fans cool.
Rainwater collected on the roof is used to irrigate the public park that surrounds the
stadium.
<Source>
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Patagonia's new VC fund to invest Arctic faces further threat from
ocean acidification
in trailblazing green firms
By SustainableBusiness.com News

Acidification is an additional stress on an ecosystem already under pressure from
rapid sea ice loss, study warns

Patagonia, one of the most enduring stand-out leaders on corporate sustainability,
is launching a venture capital fund to invest in future leaders.

By guardian.co.uk,

Starting with $20 million, Patagonia will invest in companies that share
its environmental
values with a focus
on
five
areas:
clothing, food, water,
energy, and waste.

Arctic marine waters are experiencing widespread and rapid ocean acidification,
report says. Photograph: Kathryn Hansen/Nasa

Dubbed "$20 Million
& Change," the fund
will make investments
in the $500,000 to $5
million range in early
stage
companies
that have at least $1
million in revenue or
capitalization. It will
take minority and majority stakes and could also create joint ventures.

Acidification, blamed on
the transformation of
rising levels of the
greenhouse gas carbon
dioxide from the air into
carbonic acid in the sea,
makes it harder for
shellfish and crabs to
grow their shells, and
might also impair fish
reproduction, it said.

Besides raising funds, portfolio companies will get lots of help from Patagonia in
sourcing materials, manufacturing, and selling products. They'll help companies get
distribution channels going, even using Patagonia's label and selling products
through their stores and online venues.

The Arctic ecosystem, already under pressure from record ice melts, faces another
potential threat in the form of rapid acidification of the ocean, according to an
international
study
published on Monday.

Arctic marine waters are experiencing widespread and rapid ocean
acidification, report says. Photograph: Kathryn Hansen/Nasa

Cold water absorbs carbon dioxide more readily than warm water, making the Arctic
especially vulnerable. The report said the average acidity of surface ocean waters
worldwide was now about 30% higher than at the start of the industrial revolution.

"We've had a great five years - we basically doubled the company, and have cash
on the balance sheets. Unlike a lot of other companies that sort of hoard their cash,
Yvon and I started talking about what we could do that might serve the causes we
care about," Rose Marcario, former COO of Patagonia who will head the fund, told
Bloomberg Businessweek.

"Arctic marine waters are experiencing widespread and rapid ocean acidification,"
said the report by 60 experts for the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme,
commissioned by the eight nations with Arctic territories.

Pretty amazing that Patagonia has grown so much during the recession. The
founders believe that has a lot to do with customers relating to the company's
values in addition to improved operations and global expansion.

<Arctic Ocean Acidification (2013) - Short (3 minute) version>

Since 1996, Patagonia has used only organically grown cotton in its clothing line.
Committed to making its products landfill-free and reducing needless consumption even of its own products - it launched the Common Threads Initiative on eBay,
where people can buy and sell used Patagonia clothes.

"Ocean acidification is likely to affect the abundance, productivity and distribution of
marine species, but the magnitude and direction of change are uncertain."

At almost 400 parts per million (ppm), there is now 40% more carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere than before the industrial era began. Almost all experts say the rise is
linked to the burning of fossil fuels.

This is one of its ads:

With global surface temperatures rising, the Arctic sea ice shrank in 2012 to the
smallest area since satellite records began, disrupting the hunting livelihoods of
indigenous peoples and opening the region to more shipping and oil and gas
exploration. As yet, the consequences of acidification are harder to predict.

Yvon Chouinard founded Patagonia 40 years ago and was among the first to
register it as a "California Benefit Corporation," when that become available for the
first time last year. It is a new class of corporation for businesses whose mission is
to operate in an environmentally and socially responsible manner.

Experiments with the eggs of brittlestars, which are related to starfish, showed that
they died within days when exposed to the levels of acidification likely in coming
decades, said Sam Dupont, one of the report's authors from the University of
Gothenburg in Sweden.

In recent years, Patagonia has diversified beyond selling outdoor clothes. Patagonia
Provisions sells organic and sustainably sourced food and Patagonia Media
publishes books and media projects with an environmental focus.

That would have knock-on effects on creatures that prey on them, such as crabs
and fish.

The company has also pledged to avoid buying oil that comes from Canada's tar
sands.
In 2002, Yvon Chouinard founded 1% for the Planet, a global network of businesses
that donate 1% of sales to the environment. It has 1,400 member companies in 44
countries.
"I come from a very traditional background of private equity and public companies,
and I really have seen for 25 years what that paradigm does, and I don't think it's
that healthy," Marcario told Bloomberg. "We need a revolution in business, and we
need business leaders to drive that revolution; otherwise we won't have a world
worth living in. I think [the change] is not going to come from scientists or politicians
or social activists."
This article originally appeared at Sustainable Business News and is reprinted with
permission.
Backcountry skier photo by Roberto Caucino on Shutterstock.
<Source>
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The report said adult and juvenile fish were likely to cope with levels of acidification
likely in the coming century but fish eggs and young larvae might be more sensitive.
In general, the report said, fish stocks might be more "robust to ocean acidification"
if the other stresses they are already subject to, such as overfishing or habitat
degradation, were minimised.
A warming of Arctic waters means that plankton are growing further north, providing
a new source of food for fish such as cod and salmon, but Dupont said acidification
would "constrain the positive effects of warming" for some species.
Meanwhile some types of seagrass seem likely to thrive with acidification.
Overall, Dupont said, acidification was "an additional stressor on a system that is
already quite fragile".
The report will be presented to Arctic governments at a meeting in Sweden next
week attended by US secretary of state, John Kerry and Russian foreign minister,
Sergei Lavrov, among others.
<Source>
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How the National Football League
became a champion of
sustainability
NFL teams are competing off the pitch to assert their sustainability credentials and
take the green message to fans

By Felicity Carus, Guardian Professional,

International
Connecting concerns about planet and profit
NFL's drive for self-sufficiency took on a greater significance after a power outage
halted the last Superbowl in February while 108 million TV viewers looked on.
Mercurio stops short of saying that sustainability measures at the $1.2bn stadium
will be good for business by saving money through energy efficiency. But at other
stadiums, concerns about the planet and profits have clearly been connected. York
cites his most respected competitor as Jonathan Kraft, the president of the New
England Patriots.
The Patriots' Gillette Stadium opened in 2002. Since then, stadium operators
calculate annual savings of well over $1m through a 30% reduction in energy
consumption from lighting and heating automation, recycling, solar arrays and LED
lighting. The stadium also has a closed loop water system that reclaims upwards of
16m gallons of water a year in its own wastewater treatment plant.
Jim Nolan, Patriots and Gillette Stadium senior vice-president of administration,
operations and finance, said: "If you include the wastewater re-use system that was
included in the original design and construction of the stadium, our annual savings
through sustainability initiatives exceed $2m annually."
In 2010, the Patriots installed at 500kW solar array and last year added a further
1.4MW that provides around 40% of the energy needs for Patriot Place, a mall next
to the stadium. "We have found our sustainability measures to be very good for
business," said Nolan. "There is investment to get initiatives off the ground once
they're operational, they're cash positive. Specifically, I look at the solar arrays as
being smart business deals and initiatives to reduce waste and utility consumption
that are also cash positive."

Candlestick Park during a power outage. The San Francisco 49ers are due to
move to a new, more sustainable stadium in 2014. Photograph: Jeff Chiu/AP

America's National Football League might be an unusual place to find some of the
biggest advocates of green business and sustainability in the United States. But
some NFL teams have now started to engage in a competition off the field to
become as green as the turf they play on.
San Francisco's 49ers, named after the year of the California gold rush, have been
playing at Candlestick Park in the south of the city since 1961. After 50 years of
subjecting tens of thousands of 49ers fans to the notoriously icy winds that whip
around the stadium, the team is heading to the sunnier climate of Santa Clara in the
heart of Silicon Valley.
Building sustainability into the stadium
Up to 1,000 workers are working around the clock to prepare the stadium for its
opening game in 2014. Thousands of tonnes of steel and concrete have not been
selected for their environmental friendliness, but when the stadium is operating, the
seismically engineered building could become the first LEED Gold standard stadium
in the NFL.
Jim Mercurio, vice president of stadium operations and security, said that the 33year-old CEO and president Jed York is pushing the sustainability agenda. "York is
championing these efforts because it's the right thing to do. We can slowly change
the way people think and behave by employing responsible techniques, responsible
building standards and operating standards to where they're making a difference.
That's good for the community and it's good for the environment. For millions of
people, the NFL is the quintessential sport, so some people would argue you have a
responsibility. Athletes are automatically looked upon as role models."
A geothermal heat pump will transfer heat from the sun-drenched ground around
the stadium to the hot water supply and an 1,800-gallon-per-minute water recycling
system will irrigate the sports field and landscaping. Bamboo and FSC-certified
wood and reclaimed materials are being used, including wood rumoured to be from
a dismantled unit at NASA's Moffett Field centre, within eyeshot of the 68,500-seat
stadium.
Public transport connections will be improved at the new site, too. The stadium
management expects 25% of fans will take light rail or train services; a marked
improvement on the 10% who take public transport to Candlestick Park.
While overall energy demand is as yet undisclosed, a solar system will be installed
by NRG Energy next to a green roof with native plants. Annually, the system is
anticipated to produce 468,000 kilowatts per hour, which should offset the energy
demand of 10 NFL games and increase the building's overall efficiency by 10%.

<ReadMore>

Cow Poop to Cow Power: Powering
Vermont
By SustainableBusiness.com News
Residents of Vermont
are being treated to a
new
form
of
local renewable
energy - Cow Power.
Cow Poop to Cow
Power - a new way to
power Vermont, that's
utility Green Mountain
Power's motto.
All

residents
can
now buy energy
produced from the
manure of Vermont's
10,000 dairy cows
straight from the utility. The state just ruled the program could be expanded statewide, so they'll be a lot more cows signing on to participate.
12 farms are currently in the program. Not only does Cow Power feed electricity to
the grid, it also provides hot water and space heating for the farms that produce it
using on-site anaerobic digesters. Coarse plant fibers left over can be used as
bedding and what's left over after that can be processed and sold as garden soil.
The liquid portion is an enhanced fertilizer used to grow crops to feed the cows.
Matt Maxwell, who has been producing Cow Power since 2008, says: "We joined
the program because milk prices were so low, and we were looking for a separate,
steady income stream. It's been great for us. There's the income from the sale of
electricity. We're using the dry by-product as bedding for our 750 dairy cows, and
we have excess to sell to other farmers and landscapers.
With excess heat from the engine we've been able to heat a 2,600 square foot
greenhouse where we raise broccoli and greens for the wholesale market all winter,
and tomatoes and peppers in the summer. We also heat our machine shop with the
excess heat, which means we buy way less heating oil. When people pay a little
extra to buy GMP Cow Power, they are helping the environment, and they are
helping Vermont farmers stay in business."

<ReadMore>
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First Building in the World Covered
in Algae
By SustainableBusiness.com News
We've written about the future of buildings - that they are moving toward those that
can adapt and breathe - and now we're seeing the beginnings of that.
An apartment building in Hamburg, Germany is giving us a peek into the future - it is
covered with algae.
Not
that
algae
is
hanging on
the façade,
it's
inside
glass panels
that
also
function as
solar
hot
water
collectors.

It does so through source reduction, reuse, and mandatory recycling and
composting programs, that are backed by innovative policies, financial incentives,
outreach and education.
What's makes the program so successful?
First, they accept many
more
materials
for
recycling than most
cities do (and have
invested
in
the
infrastructure to sort it),
and
second
they
require both households
and
businesses
to
recycle and compost.
San Francisco was the
first city to require
composting
(where
people
put
out
compostable materials
for pick-up), which has also contributed to meeting its successful target of cutting
greenhouse gas emissions 12% below 1990 levels.

The 5-story
Passive House

Here are the bins they use: blue for recycling (paper, plastics, glass and metals),
green for food scraps and other organic matter, and black for garbage that can't
currently be recycled.

The addition of algae on the outside walls will be used to create biofuels to heat the
building
and
also
to
provide
shade
and
muffle
street noise.
The technology is "an outstanding and important development in the use of
renewable resources in building technology," comparable to advances in the
space program, Lukas Verlage, managing director of the Colt Group, part of
the consortium that designed it, told the NY Times.

Last year, Governor Brown signed a law that extends the requirement for recycling
and composting: commercial businesses must participate if they generate four or
more cubic yards of garbage a week as well as multifamily dwellings with five or
more units.

"Using algae as an in-house energy source might sound futuristic now, but probably
will be established in 10 years," Rainer Müller told the NY Times. He's press officer
for the International Building Exhibition, which introduced a competition in 2009 that
led to the creation of the B.I.Q. house.

Also last year, San Francisco expanded its first-in-the-nation ban on noncompostable plastic bags to include almost all retailers in the city.
State of US Recycling

Bio Intelligent Quotient (B.I.Q.) building,
standards, gets all its energy from renewables.

constructed to

As in most states, although businesses create about two-thirds of the waste stream,
few recycle, according to Californians Against Waste.

Entrants to the competition were asked to develop "systems and products that
behave dynamically, unlike conventional building materials, which are static."

Recycling is a largely an unrecognized but major contributor to energy efficiency - it
takes much less energy to produce new products from recycled ones, rather than
mining virgin material from the ground.

Micro-algae - tiny plants about the size of bacteria - are inside 129 bioreactors.
They are continuously fed liquid nutrients and carbon dioxide and scrubbers inside
the panels keep the glass clean. They double as solar hot water collectors, costing
$6.58 million to build the façade.

Composting is critical for soil health and keeping those materials out of landfills
solves the problem of methane leaching caused when they decompose in
an oxygen deprived situation.

Sunlight that's not absorbed by the algae is converted into heat. It can be used for
hot water or stored in the geothermal system underground.
Periodically, the algae will be collected from the tanks and transported to a nearby
biogas plant where it will produce electricity from the resulting methane gas.
Next year US-based Grow Energy plans to accept preorders for its Verde system,
and hopes to get it to homeowners by 2015.
The system, which cultivates algae, can be mounted on the roof on wall of a home.
It automatically dries and burns the algae to generate about 35% of a home's
electricity for about $12,000.
<Source>

San Francisco Achieves 80% Recycling,
Highest in US
By SustainableBusiness.com News
Recycling isn't big news anymore now that most cities do it, but recycling rates have
leveled off for years, with most "successful" programs reaching the 30% range
instead of continuing to grow.
San Francisco has reached an unheard of 80% landfill diversion rate, way higher
than any other city in North America. It has therefore upped its goal of 75%
diversion by 2020 to zero waste.

If all US cities recycled and composted like San Francisco that would create 2.3
million jobs.
Even though San Francisco has cut waste-to-landfills by half over the past 10 years,
it still sends 444,000 tons to the landfill each year - enough to fill the TransAmerica
building nine times. Half of that material could be recycled or composted imagine the waste other cities produce.
That remaining waste is mostly coming from neighborhoods where English isn't the
first language, not from non-compliance, so staff are reaching out to help them
understand the program.
In the report, "Closing the Loop," GreenBlue recommends expanding US
recycling through:
Clear, nationally-coordinated waste policies, including extended producer
responsibility legislation
Ongoing public education campaigns encouraging participation in
recycling and composting
"Hub and spoke" regional recycling in rural areas
As of 2010, the US recycled 34% of garbage, which amounts to 85 million tons out
of a total 250 million tons, a big rise from 10% in 1980, before the advent of
recycling programs. Less than 3% of food scraps are composted nationwide. The
amount of garbage Americans produce is slightly inching down, from a high of 4.57
pounds per person a day in 1990 to 4.43 pounds today.
<Source>
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What's Happening in India?
By SustainableBusiness.com News

National
Buildings are rated based on actual energy use - how many kilowatts are
consumed per square meter each year. It includes criteria such hours of
operation, climatic zone and conditioned space
<ReadMore>

India acts to save Asiatic lion by
moving it -but hard work has
only just begun
By Kavitha Rao, for guardian.co.uk
Wildlife is under threat in most of India, but there‟s one state that‟s clinging to
its fauna, if rather too tightly. The state of Gujarat – whose Gir forest shelters
the world‟s only Asiatic lion population – has lost a bitter battle over an
ambitious translocation project.

After most Indian states failed to meet renewable energy targets last year,
investments seem to be trending up again.
So far this year, five clean energy deals have signed contracts for about $500
million in investments, reports Economic Times.
The largest is a $150 million investment in local wind developer Greenko
Group by an affiliate of Singapore's Investment Corporation. General
Electric has also invested in Greenko, which plans to build 1 gigawatt (GW) of
wind in India.
Wind comprises most of India's renewable energy, with 18.3 GW out of the 26
GW total installed. Another 15 GW of wind is expected to be added over the
next five years.
Solar is also picking up speed in both off-grid and grid-connected applications.
Off the grid, there's 125 MW of solar PV, 16.9 megawatts of that added in
March. Grid-connected PV came close to "Germany" levels in March,
adding 240 MW, according to India's Ministry of New and Renewable Energy.
In all, solar PV nearly doubled over the past year adding 754 MW, for a total
of 1.69 GW. There's also 6.98 million square meters of solar hot
water collectors.
Here's India's biggest solar project, Gujarat Solar Park, at 214 MW, with plans
to expand to 600 MW, built by SunEdison:
For the first time, India's government will provide grants for 30% of solar plant
construction costs to projects that win bids in its auctions. This month,
developers will bid to build 750 MW of solar.
India is one of a handful of countries that's been using auctions to drive down
the cost of solar energy without subsidies - the lowest bidder gets the right to
supply solar electricity.
Chronic blackouts reduce economic growth by 1.2% a year, says the Ministry,
one of the reasons the government is stepping up the pace.
India plans to install 1.7 GW of solar by early 2014, and 20 GW by 2022 under
its National Solar Mission - 10% of electricity. For renewable energy, the target
is 80 GW by 2020.
Unfortunately, India and Bangladesh signed a $1.6 billion joint venture
agreement to build a 1.3 GW coal-fired power plant which will come on line
within five years. They say it will be the cheapest form of energy after
hydropower and will accelerate the countries' growth.
On the green building side, India's Bureau of Energy Efficiency has
developed a voluntary Energy Conservation Building Code. It starts by rating
office buildings and will likely be extended to homes.

Sustainability Forum @IIML

For over 18 years,
conservationists
have
been
attempting to move
a pride of Gir lions
to
the
Kuno
sanctuary in the
state of Madhya
Pradesh. But the
Gujarat
government
stubbornly refused
to let the lions go.
Meanwhile,
an
impatient Madhya Pradesh government bizarrely suggested introducing
African cheetahs, whose Asiatic cousin once roamed the area.
Finally, on 15 April, after eight years of litigation, the Supreme Court of India
cleared the translocation of the lions, though it said an emphatic no to the
cheetahs. Now the reluctant Gujarat government is considering filing a review
petition, even as angry locals protest the translocation, some even threatening
to kill themselves.
The Gujarat government, and Chief Minister Narendra Modi, have been
arguing for years that the Gir lions are the “pride of the state”. In court, the
lions were described as “family members who could not be parted with.” The
native Maldhari tribals have lived alongside the lions for years, on the whole
peacefully. Even the Supreme Court acknowledged the state‟s role in saving
the lion from an extinction that seemed almost certain only a few decades ago.
The latest census put the lion population at 411, up from 359 in 2005.
But most wildlife experts agree that while the state has done well, the lions
have outgrown the Gir forest, and a single epidemic or calamity could wipe out
the entire population. In 1994, an epidemic of canine distemper killed an
estimated 1000 lions in the Serengeti National Park in Tanzania.
“The Gir conservation project has staved off extinction and helped increase
population. The translocation is about strengthening conservation prospects
and managing success. At the moment, all our eggs are in one basket and that
is a huge risk,” says Dr Ravi Chellam, well known conservationist and former
director of the Wildlife Conservation Society of India. Chellam was one of the
experts who recommended the translocation, which he likens to buying life
insurance.
In its judgement, not surprisingly, the Supreme Court rejected the Gujarat
government‟s emotional appeal. “The cardinal issue is not whether the Asian
lion is a family member, but the preservation of an endangered species,” ruled
the court, while directing that the lions be moved within six months.
Meanwhile, now that the cheetahs have been nixed, the Gujarat government
reportedly plans to argue that Kuno is already home to stray tigers from the
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nearby tiger sanctuary of Ranthambhore. Will two big cats in the same area
cause trouble? Most experts say the tiger population in Kuno is too small to
make a difference. “Tigers and lions have had overlapping distribution
historically. It‟s still not a good enough reason to deny translocation,” says
Chellam.
An earlier translocation of lions to the state of Uttar Pradesh in the fifties failed.
With insufficient prey and only a small area to roam, the lions hunted nearby
village cattle, and were hunted in their turn by angry villagers. This time
around, conservationists say things will be different. “Kuno was chosen
because of its size-3000 sq km-and diverse prey base. Lions need lots of
space, plenty of prey, and protection from people,” says Chellam. Wildlife
studies have shown that the prey count in Kuno is actually higher than that of
Gir. 24 villages were relocated in Kuno, at considerable expense, to make way
for the lions, though many villagers complain that they have still not received
compensation.
Despite the years of preparation, the hard work has only just begun. Indeed,
Kuno is a test case for conservation through translocation. Kuno has a strong
gun culture, and the Supreme Court has agreed that forest staff will need to be
trained and deployed to prevent poaching. Locals will need to be educated,
involved and given a stake in conservation, just as the Maldharis had. The
project will need male lions to be moved from Gir to Kuno every three to five
years for the next 30 years.
All this means that Gujarat will very soon have to stop sulking and start
cooperating. After nearly 20 years of bickering and debate, it‟s time to put
everything else aside and act to save the Asiatic lion.
<Source>

India in top five markets for
wind energy: Report
India retained its position as one of the top five wind energy markets in the
world in 2012, despite poor capacity addition in several states such as Tamil
Nadu, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra.
India was
the third
largest
market
for new
turbines
last year
by adding
a
capacity
of 2441
MW, the
World
Wind
Energy
Report
2012
stated, adding the wind turbine capacity addition in the world grew at 19 per
cent to 44,609 MW, lowest in more than a decade.
“The Indian wind market has a very good potential, however, policy
uncertainties and unpaid electricity bills have damaged investors‟ confidence,”
the World Wind Energy Association noted, adding it is expecting India, China,
Europe as well as North America to drive the growth in coming years.

India to roll out Rs 43,000-crore
green energy corridor
India has plans to roll out Rs 43,000-crore project termed „green energy
corridor‟ that will
facilitate
the
integration
of
renewable energy
into the national
grid.
The blueprint for
the project has
been submitted to
the
Ministry
of
Power
by
the
Power
Grid
Corporation
of
India, the Hindu Business Line newspaper reported. While implementation, the
project would be split into intra- and inter-State levels, a senior Ministry official
was quoted by the newspaper as saying.
The green energy corridor is aimed at bringing in more electricity produced
from renewable sources with the conventional power stations in the grid.
According to a power ministry official, Germany has committed technical and
developmental assistance of €1 billion for it.
Currently, absorbing renewable electricity into the grid is difficult because of
varying voltage and supply, he said. “The transmission system would be made
dynamic to handle the variations leading to an integrated grid across the
nation,” the official added.
<Source>

UP targets RE generation through
policy
incentives
The state of Uttar Pradesh (UP)
has seen installation of around
824 MW of grid connected
renewable energy power besides
212 MW of off-grid renewable
energy power.
The state through its policy
initiatives
and
subsidy
programmes aims to make full
use of renewable potential to
fight energy crisis. The state
government of UP has declared
its policy for small hydro power
and solar energy for utilization of available potential in these sectors.
Under Ministry for New and Renewable Energy‟s (MNRE) schemes and
programmes, the states receive proposals for grant of Central Financial
Assistance (CFA) on an ongoing basis through State Governments/
designated State Nodal Agencies. MNRE approved 28 proposals for grant of
CFA during 2012-13 for UP.

India added 2827 MW wind power capacity in 2011 even as the Indian Wind
Power Association (IWPA) claimed that withdrawal of accelerated depreciation
(AD) benefit has resulted in low attraction for wind energy.

During 2012-13, a total of around Rs. 56.89 crore were released as CFA under
the various renewable energy schemes /programmes to the state. The MNRE
continuously encourages private sector investment in renewable energy
projects through incentives such as capital subsidy, generation based
incentive (GBI) and accelerated depreciation (AD).

<Source>

<Source>
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Forthcoming Events

Giving Back - NGO India 2013

Distributed Energy Storage

14th - 15th June 2013

(DES)

Mumbai, Maharashtra

17th to 18th June 2013,

London, United Kingdom
Giving Back - NGO India is the CSR initiative of UBM India. As part of its
commitment to sustainable business, UBM globally, has developed an

The Conference titled “Distributed Energy Storage” is being organized by SMi

exciting initiative, UBM’s Community Engagement Series that aims to

Group. This conference shall be held on 17th and 18th June, 2013 in London, UK.

provide a platform for the sharing of knowledge, skills, experiences and

The conference will provide with a complete view of the DES market. Focusing

good governance across the voluntary sector. The will take place on the

on policy and market updates, pilot project updates technological challenges

14th and 15th June 2013 at the Bombay Convention and Exhibition Centre,

and breakthroughs and case studies from leading utility companies across the

Goregaon (E), Mumbai, India. This two-day event will have an exhibition
and a co-located conference. Top Indian corporates and conference
delegates are expected to be at the event over the span of two days to meet

UK and Europe. This informative event will bring together key leaders in the field
to provide attendees with an in-depth look into the current status of distributed
energy storage.

and interact with many NGOs. The second day of the event (15th June

The event will be an excellent forum for learning about new advances in the field,

2013) will be open to the general public who are interested in volunteering

presenting attendees with the latest information on DES from across the globe in

and supporting the exhibiting NGOs.

a vastly increasing sector. This event promises to be a unique platform for
networking and problem solving as well discussion and debate.

<ReadMore>

<Read More>

Realizing Global Justice:

IUCN Academy of

Theory and Practice

Environmental Law Colloquium

19th to 22nd June 2013

26 - 28 June 2013

TromsÃ¸, Norway

Hamilton, New Zealand
The conference “IUCN Academy of Environmental Law Colloquium” will be

University of Tromsø is organizing a conference “Realizing Global Justice:

held in the Gallagher Academy of Performing Arts, an events centre situated

Theory and Practice” TromsÃ¸, Norway on June 19th to 22nd, 2013. The

lakeside on University of Waikato campus. Organizers expect that members

conference is intended as a meeting place for friendly discussions and

of the Academy will contribute to a critique of environmental injustice and

conjoint learning among students, young researchers and internationally

offer „sacred footsteps‟ into new frontiers of environmental justice. We hope

renowned researchers such as Professor Philippe Van Parijs (Catholic

for fresh jurisprudential, doctrinal, institutional and tactical insights, and

University of Louvain), Professor Thomas Pogge (Yale University),

practical mechanisms for the delivery of resilience to vulnerable

Professor Gerard Delanty (University of Sussex), Professor Tove Pettersen

communities, animals and ecosystems. Topics of the conference include

(University of Oslo), and Associate Professor Eva Erman (Uppsala

The Environmental and the Political, Environmental justice, sustainable

University). It is expected to be attended by delegates from Brazil, USA,

management and sustainable ethics, Property rights and sustainability,

Germany, India, Poland, Kosovo, Philippines, Spain, Switzerland, Belgium,

Climate change and displacement, Wastes and hazardous substances and

Canada, Sweden, among other countries.

Procedural environmental obligations
<Conference Brochure>
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Forthcoming Events
Environmental Insurance Claims:
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

The UK Energy Summit

June 27, 2013

(UKES 2013)
27th June 2013

London, UK
The area of environmental claims is shrouded in secrecy, but this
forthcoming

conference

from

Brownfield

Briefing

and

London, United Kingdom

insurance

broker OAMPS on 27 June shall lift the lid. It is expected that the event will
provide an opportunity to hear answers from leading environmental lawyers,
barristers, insurance experts, flooding specialists and regulators, to very
valid questions like How do consultants defend themselves against PI
claims, and how do lawyers defend against statutory pollution claims? What
about operational claims under the Environmental Damage Regulations,
and what is going on in the world of flooding claims? What are the trends in
terms of actions, prosecutions or civil sanctions? How do they cover against

The UK Energy Summit is scheduled to take place on June 27, 2013. This
summit will bring together leaders from across the energy sector, including
policy makers, regulators, energy companies, consumer organizations,
NGOs, campaigners, manufacturers, think tanks and investors to openly
debate, how the UK can effectively meet the immediate and future
challenges viz. The capital challenge, the security challenge and the
affordability challenge. This event is sponsored by Bank of America Merrill
Lynch and Intelligent energy. High profile speakers from energy sector,
academia, environmentalists, NGOs, policy makers are expected to give

contamination and reputational risks?

their deliberations.
<ReadMore>
<ReadMore>

European Conference on Sustainability,
Energy & the Envrionment
(ECSEE 2013)

Mathematics of Planet Earth
2013: The Conference
8th to 12th July 2013

July 4-7 Brighton,

England

Melbourne, VIC, Australia

Sustainability has emerged as the most important global issue for business,

2013 is the International year of Mathematics of Planet Earth. The

industry, government, and academia, and yet to begin with sustainability was
associated only with environmental concerns such as energy and global
warming. It is now recognized that the concept of sustainability is applicable to all
areas of human society, for example in terms of social/economic justice, or
responsible business practice. Issues such as poverty, hunger, education, health
care, and access to markets should be a part of the evolution of any

Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute is teaming up with societies and
organizations in Australia to spread the word about the role of maths and
stats in understanding the challenges of our world in a fun and accessible
way. Mathematics of Planet Earth 2013: The Conference is being organized
from 8th to 12th July, 2013, in this some of Australia‟s top minds are

comprehensive sustainability paradigm as we work together to achieve a

gathering to discuss, how mathematical and related scientific disciplines can

sustainable future. ECSEE 2013 will address these various dimensions of human

be utilized to better understand the world around us. Local and international

sustainability as scholars have been invited from around the world to address

academics, researchers from Geosciences Australia, the Bureau of

questions and search for synergies and solutions to the complex issues

Meteorology, CISRO, the Australian Bureau of Statistics and the MPE

surrounding sustainability in a forum encouraging serious and thoughtful

patron Ian Chubb will join industry representatives in Melbourne for a week

exchange between academics, members of the global business community, and

of lectures, breakout sessions and networking.

practitioners in the fields of human endeavor that link these.

<ReadMore>
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Business Sustainability News
The Economic Times, Delhi dated April 26, 2013
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In Print Media
The Economic Times, Delhi dated April 26, 2013
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi dated April 27, 2013

The Times of India, Delhi dated April 29, 2013
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In Print Media

Business Sustainability News
The Economic Times, Delhi dated April 30, 2013
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The Economic
Times, Delhi
dated May 01,
2013
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Economic Times, Delhi dated May 01, 2013

The Economic Times,
Delhi dated May 01,
2013
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Mumbai dated May 02, 2013

The Economic Times, Delhi, dated May 03, 2013

The Economic Times, Delhi, Dated May 04, 2013
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Business Sustainability News

The Economic Times, Delhi, Dated May 06, 2013
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In Print Media

Deccan Chronicle, Hyderabad
Dated May 07, 2013
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

Deccan Chronicle, Hyderabad, Dated May 07, 2013

The Economic Times, Delhi,
Dated May 08, 2013
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi, Dated May 09, 2013

The Times of India, Delhi, Dated May 10, 2013
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Business Sustainability News
Deccan Chronicle, Hyderabad, Dated May 10, 2013
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In Print Media
The Economic Times, Delhi, Dated May 11, 2013
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi, Dated May 11, 2013

The Times of India, Delhi, Dated
May 12, 2013

The Times of
India, Delhi,
Dated May 13,
2013
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In Print Media

Business Sustainability News
The Times of India, Delhi, Dated May 15, 2013

Deccan Chronicle, Hyderabad, Dated May 17, 2013

The Times of India, Delhi, Dated May 17, 2013
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi,
Dated May 18, 2013

Deccan Chronicle, Hyderabad,
Dated May 19, 2013
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi, Dated May 20, 2013

The Times of India, Delhi, Dated May 21,
2013
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The Times of India, Delhi, Dated May 22, 2013
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Business Sustainability News
The Times of India, Delhi, Dated May 22, 2013

In Print Media
The Times of India, Delhi, Dated May 22, 2013

Deccan Chronicle,
Hyderabad, Dated May
23, 2013

The Times of India,
Delhi, Dated May 23,
2013
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi, Dated May 24, 2013

The Times of India, Delhi, Dated May 24, 2013
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Business Sustainability News

In Print Media

The Times of India, Delhi, Dated May 25, 2013

Edited by: Prof. Sushil Kumar
Centre for Business Sustainability,
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